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Why Meditate?
 Meditation positively affects physical health and can even promote healing.
 Meditation increases mental productivity by clearing away the clutter and allowing a clearer 

thought process.
 Meditation allows you to be aware of what is going on within your mind, body and emotions.
 Meditation helps ground you in reality, letting go of the past and future, allowing you to be in 

the present moment.
 Meditation aids in emotionally balance.   Being aware of what is truly within aids in being 

able to respond appropriately.
 Meditation can help with psychological problems.
 Meditation can open your mind to a higher level of consciousness.
 Meditation can allow you feel connected with others and/or a higher being.
 Meditation has unlimited benefits, can be done anywhere, and doesn’t cost a thing.
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What is Meditation?
 There are many definitions of meditation and many views on how to do it. The simplest 

definition of meditation is the act of focusing the mind.
 Meditation is commonly used to train the mind or induce a mode of consciousness, either to 

realize some benefit or as a way to quiet the mind altogether.
 The term meditation refers to a broad variety of practices that includes techniques designed to 

promote relaxation, build internal energy or life force, heal illness, promote well-being and 
develop positive character traits such as compassion, love, patience, generosity and 
forgiveness. 

 A particularly ambitious form of meditation aims at effortlessly sustained single-pointed 
concentration single-pointed analysis, meant to enable its practitioner to enjoy an indestructible 
sense of well-being while engaging in any life activity.

 Meditation has been practiced for centuries as a component of numerous religious traditions 
and beliefs.

 Meditation often involves an internal effort to self-regulate the mind in some way. Meditation is 
often used to clear the mind and ease many health issues, such as high blood pressure, 
depression and anxiety.
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What is Meditation?
 Meditation uses many different postures, varying from the lotus position to walking. The most 

common similarity is keeping the spinal column straight.    
 Prayer beads (mala, rosaries), incense, oils, statues, candles and other ritual objects are 

commonly used during meditation in order to keep track of or remind the practitioner about 
some aspect of the training.

 Meditation may involve bringing up negative feelings such as anger, hatred and jealousy and 
creating peace, compassion, or other positive emotions to dispel the negative energies.

 The word “meditation” can be used to describe both a state of being as well as physical 
practices.

 Some forms of meditation use prayers, mantras, sounds, music, or focus words to help create 
a desired effect or to retain focus.

 Meditation allows introspection, allowing one to address or find their true self.   
 It is commonly used to put life into perspective, to allow a sense of oneness with the universe 

and remove personal barriers.
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 Quieting the Mind
 Mindfulness
 Transcendental
 Walking
 Guided
 Mantra
 Vipassana
 Breathing
 Yoga
 Insight
 Tai Chi
 Focus
 Spiritual
 Healing
 Love and Compassion
 Problem Resolution
 Manifestation
 Oneness
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Meditation does not require any special devices or tools, all that is required is a willing individual 
and a little bit of time.   
Some people find that they enjoy their meditations more or are able to find deeper, more 
meaningful meditations when using a meditation aid. This is by no means necessary.   

There is a variety of tools that one can use to assist with meditation, from those aiding in finding 
and maintaining focus, to relaxing scents and music, to a comfortable chair or cushion to use.

One of the greatest things about meditation is that it is absolutely free, anyone can do it and it’s 
benefits are almost limitless.   
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Prayer Beads
 Used in cultures around the world
 Each stone or bead is used to guide and 

anchor oneself through meditation 
 Special stones or beads may be used to 

create a mystical effect
 Common types of prayer beads:

 Mala
 Juzu / Nenju
 Rosary
 Tasbih
 Shu Zhu
 Seik Badi

Alter
 A dedicated or temporary space used to 

create an area of focus 
 Decorated to fit your personal style and 

appeal
 Can be a reminder to meditate
 Ideas for items on alter:

 Scarf or tapestry
 Candles 
 Incense / Oils
 Statues / Figurines
 Crystals or Stones
 Scripture or Inspirational Books
 Flowers
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Candles
 Can be used for focal point in meditation
 Creates ambiance and sets calming mood
 Different scents can enhance meditation in 

different ways
 Utilizing different colors of candles in 

meditation can create different effects
 Always use caution when burning candles 

and adhere to fire safety

Shawl or Blanket
 May be used upon body if meditation space 

becomes chilly
 Used in decorating alter space
 Can be used when utilizing specific colors in 

meditation
 Can be used to enhance warmth, deepening 

relaxation and allowing for a more focused 
meditation experience
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Meditation Tools
Incense
 Used in a wide variety of world religions 
 Soothes the mind creating a deeper sense 

of tranquility
 Said to dispel negative energies, allowing 

for a positive state of mind
 Different fragrances create different 

emotional and physiological effects 
and can deeply enhance one’s meditation 
experience

 Can be used to create habitual response, 
subconsciously prompting one into 
preparation for meditation

 Always use caution while burning incense

Statues/Figurines
 Religious or spiritual statues or figurines 

may be used to create a deeper connection 
with the intention of meditation

 May be used as focal points in meditation
 Can be used to create meaning and 

ambiance in meditation space

Cushion / Chair
 It is important to be able to maintain proper 

posture and sit in stillness during 
meditation; one is encouraged to find a 
cushion, pillow, or chair that will 
accommodate 
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Kneeling Bench (Seiza Bench)
 Small bench used to aid in kneeling 

meditation
 Takes pressure off of the knees and ankles 

to enhance comfort while allowing 
meditation in the kneeling position

Meditation Cushion (Zafu)
 Sitting cushion used for meditation
 Can be used on a chair, mat, or bare floor
 Helps to raise the hips above knee level 

as well to make meditation comfortable, 
allowing a deeper, more meaningful 
meditation experience

Fountain
 Moving water creates negative ions 

providing health benefits as well as 
providing a tranquil environment for 
meditation

 May be used as focus for meditation

Plants or Flowers
 Some find that natural surrounds help with 

spiritual connectedness
 Can be used as focus for meditation
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Benefits of Meditation
 Increased connection with others
 Increased cortical thickness in brain
 Increases grey matter, aiding in memory
 Decreased anxiety, stress and depression, 

improving mental wellness
 Increased attentiveness
 Boosts immune system
 Decreased pain
 Increased open-mindedness and self-

awareness
 Allows emotional balance
 Helps with allergies and asthma
 Aids in recovery from substance abuse, 

binge eating and other compulsive 
disorders

 Improvement in health of cancer patients
 Contributes to cardiovascular health
 Increased relaxation and helps with insomnia
 Improved ability to see other’s views and empathy
 May reduce hot flashes in menopausal women

 Creates positive effect on the autonomic nervous 
system.  Increasing activity in the parasympathetic 
nervous system and decreasing activity in the 
sympathetic nervous system

 Increases productivity
 May decrease aging effects on the gray matter of 

the brain, reducing cognitive decline
 Reduces cortisol levels
 Helps promote longevity
 Creates discipline
 Help reduce fear
 And many more!
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History of Meditation
Meditation has been used for many centuries, possibly back to the days of hunters and gatherers. 
However, the first documented encounters with meditation dates back to 5000 B.C. in the form of 
Tantras in India. These scriptures included poses to enable one to sit for extended periods of time. 
It is speculated that the purpose of meditation at this time was to connect with a higher being.   

In Taoism, around 1000 B.C., meditation was used to create oneness with the surrounding world.   
It was used to create stillness in the mind and body in order to connect with nature.
Many people think of Siddhartha Gautama, or better known as Buddha, when they think of 
meditation. He employed meditation as a method of coming to an awakening to truth. Meditation is 
the primary practice in Buddhism and has evolved greatly since 500 B.C.

Around 8 A.D., Islamic faiths are reported to have practiced reciting the 99 Names of God in the 
Qur’an in a meditative fashion, and by 12 A.D, in Sufism, practices using controlled breathing and 
repetition of holy words were employed.

Around 12 A.D. Eastern Christianity began to use Hesychasm, the recitation of the Jesus Prayer 
and in the 6th century, Saint Benedict established the monastic practice of Lectio Divina (Divine 
Reading). In 12 A.D. a monk, Guigo II, created a 4 step process, calling it a ladder of prayer; read, 
ponder, pray, contemplate.  

13
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History of Meditation

In September of 1893, Swami Vivekananda attended the World’s Parliament of Religions in Chicago, 
Illinois, where he spread the Vedanta’s message of life-giving, the positive principles and how to apply 
them in daily life. He then spent the following few years in the United States sharing his Indian 
practices, which placed emphasis on the necessity of meditation. This inspired other Indian teachers to 
spread the practice of meditation into Western civilization. While their practices of meditation and the 
Vedanta were not readily accepted, the seeds had been planted.

Through the 1900’s, the practice of meditation became more widely practiced in Europe and the 
United States. There were many influencing factors in the spread of the practice into Western culture.   
Soldiers returning from World War II began practicing after learning the discipline overseas, books 
began to be easily dispersed worldwide and traditional forms of Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga were 
beginning to be practiced .  

In the 1970’s , health benefits of meditation were hard to ignore and health professionals began to 
utilize meditation in both psychological and medical treatments.  Dr. Kabat-Zin created a stress 
management program based on the  Buddhist and Taoist practices. This spurred the idea of today’s 
mindful meditation as well as emphasizing that meditation can be practiced independently of religious 
belief.   

14
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 Baha’i 
 Buddhism
 Christianity
 Daoism (Taoism)
 Hinduism
 Islam
 Jainism
 Judaism
 Pagan and Occult
 Sikhism
 Western
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In the Baha’i faith, meditation is considered an integral part of spiritual development.  It is 
considered to be an important part in listening to god. It is believed that meditation is a distinct 
ability reserved for humanity that distinguishes us from other animals, also known as the ability 
to contemplate in silence. This is when the spirit is able to speak, query and be answered.

The Baha’i faith does not require any specific method of meditation, but highly emphasizes the 
need to include meditation in practice along side of prayer. The importance is placed on the act 
of meditation and not the means used to practice. When left without direction on how to 
meditate, it is suggested to reflect upon the Holy Scriptures.

The purpose of meditation in the Baha’i faith is to become closer to god and grow in spirituality.
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In Buddhism, meditation is used to achieve enlightenment and spiritual freedom. There are two 
primary methods of meditation used in Buddhism, Vipassana and Samatha, which can be used 
independently of each other or together. Buddhists believe in the Eightfold Path and meditation is a 
necessary practice in order to achieve the goal of ending suffering. Through meditation, one may gain 
serenity, release negativity and through liberation of hindrances, one may gain insight and wisdom.

Vipassana meditation, or insight meditation, is used to learn truth. Common goals of insight 
meditation are: 
 Gaining insight on impermanence, suffering and oneness to gain liberation 
 Mindfulness (practiced through methods of walking mindfulness, sitting mindfulness and 

mindfulness in daily living)

Samatha meditation, or tranquility meditation, is used to quiet the mind and concentrate.   
There are four goals in tranquility meditation: 
 Detachment from the external world and a consciousness of joy and tranquility
 Concentration, with suppression of reasoning and investigation
 The passing away of joy, but with the sense of tranquility remaining
 The passing away of tranquility, bringing about a state of pure self-possession and equanimity
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In Christianity, meditation has been used for many centuries. Even though there is not much 
emphasis on using the term “meditation”,  it is commonly used in Christian faiths. One of the 
most commonly seen uses of meditation is through Christian prayer beads, or rosaries. 
In practicing the rosary, one recites one prayer for each bead, with each “cluster” or single bead 
calling for a specific prayer.

Meditation is also used in an adoration service and through centering prayer offerings. In 
Catholic monasteries, contemplative prayer is commonly used. The Lectio Divina is an ancient 
practice of using scripture to engage in conversation with God

The purpose of meditation in Christianity is to reflect, speak to God and to allow God to enter 
oneself. By doing this, one is able to better understand God’s will and follow it.
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Taoist meditation places emphasis on stillness and focus. It allows one to understand the trends 
of the universe in order to incorporate them into their own daily life as to not disrupt their 
surroundings.  

A common goal is to find a way of life that accommodates nature. Some forms  of Taoist 
meditation include energy guiding, inner observation, oblivion and internal alchemy. Many of 
their meditation employ techniques that focus on breathing exercises, dating back to 100 B.C.   
Taoism influenced many of the meditation techniques used in Chinese Buddhism. 

Tai Chi and Qi Gong are considered to be Taoist movement meditations.   

The purpose of Taoist meditation is to find wisdom by closely observing the surrounding world 
and achieving inner peace. 
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In the Hindu faith, meditation is used as a vessel to get in touch with Brahman. The use of 
pranayama, or breath control is important to create an internal environment that allows the mind 
to maintain focus.  

One purpose of meditation is to remove attachment to external, worldly objects allowing 
connection with god.  Hindus use meditation to remove the ego (atman), allowing one to be fully 
present in the moment and creating oneness with spirituality. It is also important to maintain 
posture and remain still as external stillness aids in internal stillness of the mind.   

The practice of yoga is used to unite the human with the divine. To achieve kaivalya 
(aloneness), one must follow the eight limbs of ethical discipline, rules, physical postures, 
breath control, withdrawal from senses, one-pointedness of mind, meditation and realization of 
atman with Brahman. It is used to quiet the mind to prepare it for a heightened state of reality.   
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The Islam practice begins with both obligatory and non-obligatory prayer, providing a 
continuous source of strength, self-discipline, perseverance, detachment from sinful behavior, 
peace and contentment and character. Prayer in itself can be considered an active method of 
meditation.

Sufism is a branch of Islamic practice that focuses on the mystical practices and ideas of Islam.   
It’s main purpose is to focus on growth in the spiritual world by releasing attachment to the 
external world. These meditations use concentration and introspection to attain such growth.   
The growth of mind and spirit are believed to be possible only through the aid of a higher being 
and that life is a test to prove submission to God.

In meditation, it is the goal to achieve a state of consciousness between being asleep and being 
awake, allowing one to perceive and experience God. Nature and death are two areas that are 
focused on during meditation.
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In Jainism, meditation has been a core spiritual practice. All  24 Tirthankaras, those chosen to 
aid other’s to enlightenment and liberation, practiced deep meditation and attained 
enlightenment. They are depicted today in meditative postures in pictures and statues. 

Jain meditation and spiritual practice systems were referred to as salvation-path It has three 
important parts called the Ratnatraya "Three Jewels": right perception and faith, right knowledge 
and right conduct.

The purpose of Jain meditation is self-awareness, salvation and liberation of the soul. The goal 
is to attain and maintain purification of the soul, as well as to achieve enlightenment, being able 
to detach from all things material. 
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Jewish meditation is used to create a deeper, more meaningful faith to compliment their 
teachings. Practices of meditation are documented frequently in Jewish scripture. Common 
methods of Jewish meditation contain chanting, stillness of the mind and body, focus on a Shiviti, 
focus on the names of God, visualization, movement, Ayin consciousness and hitbodedus. The 
hitbodedus practice is the analytical reflective process of making oneself understand a mystical 
concept well, that follows and internalizes its study in Hasidic writings.
Meditation is practiced both independently and in groups.

In Judaism, Kabbalah is used to penetrate deeper into God’s essence. Kabbalah is the entire 
range of Jewish mystical activity. The name Kabbalah means "to receive“. Through practicing, it 
allows one to find a deeper spiritual meaning by becoming more receptive to a faith personal to 
them.

The purpose of meditation in Judaism is to nourish the soul. It heals the mind and spirit, opening 
the channels with God, better allowing those practicing to feel oneness with creation and God.   
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Religions that use magic commonly uses meditation in preparation for it’s practices.    
Meditation practices include both focused meditations as well as creating a mind absent of 
thought.  This allows room for a deeper spiritual practice to connect with other forces. It is 
common to focus on a symbol associated with a corresponding deity. 

Many occult practices utilize the practice of yoga in correspondence with meditation in order to 
better connect the mind with body. Visualization builds the thought energy of the mind that gives 
life and direction to this form, directing personal energy and inducing trance states.

Magic practices utilize a specific state of mind to connect with spirits and other energies 
achieved through meditation. Mediation practices may be enhanced though use of incense, 
candles, chanting and drumming. 

The purpose of occult meditation is to allow one to externally manifest the inner reality and 
practice service to the human race.   
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Sikhism considers meditation to be a necessity in effective practice along with good deeds. It is 
used to reduce ego and become one with the divine world. Meditation is also used in order to 
look within and find the true inner self. It is seen to be where positive emotion and action 
originate from, especially when done in the lord’s name.

It is believed that one has 10 energy centers, or chakras, and one can only achieve the highest 
gate through continuous meditation. It is a place of absolute peace and tranquility.

An ideal Sikh meditation begins with pranayama, or controlled breathing and sitting upright 
keeping the spine straight. It then follows with a mantra, or Dharana, creating focus. After focus 
is established, concentration, or dhyana begins, allowing the self to be drawn into the mantra. 
Breathing follows, allowing the mind to focus, detaching from any thought that may pass.   
Finally, one enters into samadhi, becoming engulfed into the meditation and letting go of any 
sense of time and space.   
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In the past century, the practice of meditation in the western world has become more common.  
Influenced by numerous religious and non-religious practices, those practicing do so for a variety 
of reasons ranging from finding a deeper purpose in life to reducing blood pressure.

The most commonly used forms of meditation are concentrative and mindful. An example of 
concentrative would be transcendental mediation, focusing on something specific. The focal 
point can appeal to any of the senses, as long as there is one point of focus. Mindful meditation, 
in contrast, emphasizes awareness of your internal and external surroundings, however, usually 
trying to detach and merely spectate. This allows one to be fully present in the moment, letting 
go of worries of the future and regrets of the past.   

Even though the motives and methods for western meditation vary greatly, the intention of 
positive growth or insight can be found as a common thread throughout.   
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Tips for Meditation
 There is only one way to meditate incorrectly and that is by not meditating at all.
 Consistency is key! Make it a formal practice at least once a day.
 Stretch prior to meditating. Yoga originated to aid in meditative posture.
 Start with shorter periods of time, perhaps 1-5 minutes, slowly building on the time as you 

find it necessary in your meditation discipline.
 Find the time of day that works best for you, but be flexible, allowing yourself to practice 

meditation at other times if you are unable to at the desired time. You will find there are 
“sweet spots” throughout the day when you are more receptive to meditation.

 Allow each meditation to be a unique experience.
 Make it personal! Find a place that you feel at peace and ease.   
 Have an intention or area of focus.   
 Experiment with different methods of meditation and meditation aids. It is important to find 

ways to meditate that are personal and effective for you.
 Pay attention to your breathing.
 Be aware of complacency in your meditative practice and experiment with new and 

meaningful ways of practice when this occurs.

27
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 Practice gratitude after meditating.
 If you find meditation uncomfortable to the mind or spirit, stick with it and pay attention to 

how you feel throughout the rest of your day.
 If you become anxious, employ breathing techniques to ease the anxiety.
 Some days it is nearly impossible to find time to meditate.   On those days make sure to 

take some time, as little as it may be, to meditate.   This will keep you in the routine. 
 Be aware of complacency in your meditative practice and experiment with new and 

meaningful ways of practice when this occurs.
 Acknowledge any intruding thoughts and detach.   
 Acknowledge and be aware of bodily sensations.
 Commit to practicing meditation long enough to create a true habit.
 Experiment with meditative music and audio tracks.
 Practice mindfulness throughout the day.
 Ensure you will not be interrupted or distracted during meditative practice.
 Do not judge or place expectations on your meditation experience.
 Experiment with group and individual meditation. It is said that there is power in numbers 

when seeking spiritual growth.
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 Come out of meditation slowly when you finish. Return your focus to the world around you, 
slowly open your eyes and sit for a moment in reflection before resuming normal activities.

 Take care that you do not strain in meditation, allow it to be somewhat effortless. Let go of 
resistance to what is happening in and around you and just simply, let it be.

 Meditation employs a different state of consciousness. You are more in tune with your 
mind, body and spirit, as well as the universe around you. 

 If you are trying to focus on breathing and having a difficult time, try using a cough drop to 
enhance the sensation of breath.

 Be patient. Meditation is a discipline that takes time to develop. You can meditate!
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Meditation Roadblocks
Lack of Time – We all have busy lives and often find it difficult to find any time for ourselves. It is 
proven that meditation increases productivity. One meditation session can save you literally 
hours in your daily life by creating more focus, direction and effective mental function.

Forgetting – There are many things we intend to do, but somehow do not remember when we 
have opportunity.  Put meditation on your calendar, daily to-do list, or on a reminder note 
somewhere it will be seen. Create a dedicated meditation space or alter where you will be sure 
to see it multiple times a day, keeping it fresh in your mind.

Distraction – There is always some noise or activity potentially diverting our attention. Allow 
yourself to hear noises without attaching thought to them. Acknowledge the presence of outside 
stimuli and allow it to be, then return focus inward.

REMEMBER, it only takes about 3 weeks to form a new habit, but it takes closer to 6 months of 
regular practice to really engrain a habit into your routine to where you feel like you are missing 
something if you do not do it.

30
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Meditation Roadblocks

Aversion – Meditation does not sound appealing, so it is not practiced. Experiment with more 
meaning and appealing ways to meditate.   Perhaps using a guided meditation if we are complacent. 
Change your perspective.   Look at it as being as necessary as bathing, eating, or brushing your teeth.   
Place it in your daily routine before something you can not do without.   If you have the mindset that 
you can not brush your teeth until you have completed meditation, you will either start becoming more 
disciplined with your practice or sporting some really bad breath! If it is between only meditating for a 
minute or not meditating at all, go for the minute.   This way you will stay in the habit of doing it.   The 
only wrong way to meditate is to not meditate at all!

Boredom – Without anything going on, we find it uninteresting and stop. Make it personal, find ways 
to incorporate to make it interesting and meaningful to you. Try a guided meditation or other method of 
meditation you have never tried.

Discouragement – We expect certain outcomes that are not attained. Keep an open mind and go into 
each meditation without expectation. Practice gratitude during your reflection after meditating. 
Continue practicing and working at your meditation discipline, as with life, the results are not always as 
expected, but if you keep at it, you will find yourself pleased with the outcome.

31
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Meditation Roadblocks
Doubt – We do not believe that meditation will work for us. Commit to a month of meditation, 
regardless of whether or not you have faith it will work. It will be much easier to believe in the 
effectiveness of meditation once you have experienced firsthand benefits of practicing. Be 
honest with yourself, it is ok not to be sold on meditation, as long as you keep an open mind 
and put forth the effort, it will be effective. You do not need to believe in electricity to flip a light 
switch and have a light bulb turn on, meditation is like that, the proof is in the results.

Over-active mind – Our mind is overflowing with thoughts and there is no way it will be 
silenced. Don’t force your mind to empty,  when thoughts creep in, be aware of them, 
acknowledge them, and let them pass on their own. Do guide your mind back into focus without 
judgment. Remove emotion from your thoughts.  Allow yourself to look at your thoughts 
objectively, it is the attachment to situations, people, etc. that cause thoughts to linger in our 
minds.

32
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Negative Thoughts – We begin to worry or reflect on negative things or events. Allow thoughts 
to be a meaningless activity in the mind. Acknowledge the presence of these thoughts, witness 
them as though you are a spectator, and gently bring your focus back. Do not be afraid or 
reactive towards your negative thoughts, be kind and loving towards them. They are natural and 
having them is not “wrong”. The more you fight negative thoughts, the more fuel and power you 
give them.  Acceptance is key.

Resistance – We have a difficult time stepping back from our lives to meditate. The momentum 
of life is fast-paced and it is natural to resist slowing down.  Keeping in mind the long term 
benefits, such as increased productivity, to encourage meditation. Sometimes we use the 
distractions of life to avoid what we think and feel. To be able to truly be in the present, we must 
experience these things and meditation will better prepare us. It will also provide peace and 
serenity to combat these avoided inner turmoil.
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Meditation Roadblocks

Uncertainty– We believe we do not know how to meditate or meditate properly. If you have 
ever, been so in awe of a beautiful sunrise or other scenic view that you didn’t think of anything 
else, then you have already experienced meditation without even realizing it! Experiment with 
different types of meditation to find meaning and satisfaction with meditation.

Falling Asleep – We become so relaxed, we fall asleep. Don’t meditate in bed or right before 
bed if over-tired. If you are struggling with falling asleep it is best to find another time of day to 
meditate, if you must meditate before bed, do it sitting up and in a place that does not 
encourage sleep. Meditate sitting up with eyes open or partially open. Meditate in shorter 
increments multiple times throughout the day. Do not beat yourself up if you fall asleep, the 
time in meditation before falling asleep is more valuable that not meditating at all.
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How to Meditate

There are three main stages of meditation; learning how to reach a meditative state, learning 
how to fully experience meditation and learning how to summon and use the meditative state in 
daily life.

While meditating, notice when your mind starts to drift of into your to-do lists or trying to figure 
out the solution to the world’s problems, gently remind yourself to return your focus to your 
meditation, allowing your mind to release the thought, no matter how pressing it may seem. 

You can choose to meditate in dedicated postures or simply sitting on your couch normally for as 
long or as briefly as you see fit. There is no right way to meditate as long as you are attempting 
to be present in the moment. There are meditations to quiet the mind as well as ones to observe 
it, it is a common misconception that you must completely empty the mind in order to meditate.   

It can not be emphasized enough, the most important tip when it comes to meditation is to 
meditate. It can have spiritual intentions or not, depending on your preferences.  The index will 
give you many different ways to practice meditation, but you are free to develop your own 
methods as well!   
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How to Meditate
A Simple Meditation Exercise:

 Sit or lie comfortably. 
 Close your eyes.
 Make no effort to control the breath; simply breathe naturally.
 Focus your attention on the breath and on how the body moves with each inhalation and 

exhalation. Notice the movement of your body as you breathe. Observe your chest, shoulders, rib 
cage and belly. Make no effort to control your breath; simply focus your attention. If your mind 
wanders, simply return your focus back to your breath. 

 Continue with this meditation practice for 3-5 minutes to start.
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How to Meditate

Stillness: Find a position that you can hold for an extended period of time while keeping your 
spine straight. Do not physically move through the duration of your meditation. You may choose 
to close your eyes, or keep them open but fixed on a certain point or object.

Breathing: Begin your meditation by breathing in, holding, and exhaling for 3-10 seconds each.   
Continue throughout the duration of your meditation. You may choose to time your meditation or 
count each bead on a mala or rosary.   

Chanting: Determine a word, phrase, sound, prayer, etc. that you will be repeating throughout 
the meditation. You may chant audibly or silently to yourself. You may choose to time your 
meditation or count each repetition on each bead on a mala or rosary.

Healing / Love: Close your eyes and focus on loving feelings and thoughts. With each 
inhalation, imagine a white light within growing to engulf and embrace your loved one. Imagine 
them “feeling” your love.
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How to Meditate

Mindfulness: Allow eyes to close and clear your mind through breathing deeply and slowly.  As 
thoughts begin to cross your mind, acknowledge them and accept them without judgment. Do not 
label your thoughts as “good” or “bad”, let them pass as if you are watching them pass through a 
screen inside your head. After the predetermined amount of time has passed, journal any 
thoughts, feelings or emotions.   

Visualization: Determine the amount of time for meditation and set a timer accordingly. Close 
your eyes and breathe deeply. Picture in your mind a peaceful, serene setting where you are 
completely calm and at ease. Focus on the details, let yourself experience the sensations of what 
you smell, taste, see, feel and hear. Notice your emotions and feelings in the setting. Continue 
throughout the duration of your meditation.

Manifestation: Begin by breathing deeply with your eyes closed. Imagine the life you would like 
or a situation you would like resolved. Picture this in detail, allowing yourself to see, hear, feel and 
experience what it would be like. Continue this for the duration of your meditation.
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How to Meditate

Compassion: Determine how long you will be meditating for. Your eyes can be closed or open, 
focusing on a fixed point or object. Focus on the interconnectedness of everything in the 
universe. Let yourself feel love, compassion and kindness for yourself as well as others. Feel 
your connection with the world around you, feel your small role in a big picture, let yourself 
understand the meaning of “Namaste”, the divinity (light) in me greets the divinity (light) in you.   
Imagine each person as a light, each equal in size, warmth and brightness. Let warmth, light 
and feelings of peace and joy enter you with each breath. Continue this throughout the duration 
of your meditation.  
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Top 10 Reasons People Meditate

Gain Insight
 By observing your mind, you stop it from 

controlling you
 Allowing your mind to slow  gives you the 

ability to see the bigger picture with greater 
clarity

 Allow yourself  to be unbiased, objective 
and emotionally detached

Concentration / Focus
 Allow for greater productivity by taking life 

bit by bit instead of seeing a jumbled mess
 Help settle the mind and quiet “head noise”
 Practicing meditation translates to increase 

focus in life

Health
 Mindfulness allows you to make healthier 

choices and be less impulsive improving 
everything from heart health to weight

 Increases immune function by releases 
natural antibodies

 Decreases inflammatory response
 Decreases pain sensations, alleviating 

discomfort
 Improves sleep quality and ability to sleep
 Increased longevity; decreased stress 

encourages healthy cells and healthy cell 
regeneration
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Top 10 Reasons People Meditate

Emotional Wellbeing
 Practices being able to emotionally detach 

from situations to react rationally
 Creates ability to have more control over 

and allows insight into negative emotions 
and thoughtful response

 Creates viable coping mechanisms and 
helps encourage mental health

Awareness
 Dissolves mental clutter, allowing you to be 

fully present in the moment and experience 
your life

 Allows you to better know yourself, setting 
aside external expectations and roles, 
allowing you to be honest with yourself

 Allows for better attentiveness

Increased Happiness
 Meditation helps foster a more positive 

perception of life and allows for more 
fulfillment and satisfaction

 Puts life into perspective in the here and 
now and helps to be more accepting, letting 
go of the need to control outside 
circumstance

 Meditation increases a sense of purpose, 
connection with the world around and, if 
applicable, your higher power
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Top 10 Reasons People Meditate

Increased Brain Function
 Meditators enjoy the benefits of increased 

memory
 Meditation literally changes the way the  

brain operates in many beneficial ways
 Those who meditate show less signs of 

aging in brain tissue than those who do not
 Increased grey matter, increased volume in 

areas that control emotional regulation,     
self-control and positive emotions, and 
increased areas related to attentiveness in 
those who meditate

 Creates changes in brain to allow faster 
processing of information

Relaxation
 By practicing meditation, the mind is silenced 

and allows peace and serenity
 Allows you to be present in the moment
 Meditation allows you to gain tools to find 

deeper levels of relaxation in any situation
 Utilizing certain breathing techniques help 

release tension in your muscles
 Meditation in and of itself creates a sense of 

relaxation in the mind, body and spirit
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Top 10 Reasons People Meditate

Stress Reduction
 Mindfulness decreases cortisol, a natural 

reaction to stress
 By learning to be present in the moment, 

the stress and worry of the past and future 
become non-issues and you are only left 
with the here and now

 Stress related illness is greatly less 
common in those who meditate regularly

 Taking time for meditation allows the mind 
to remove clutter and you are able to see 
past any unnecessary stressors 

 Meditation promotes peace and inner calm

Better Relationships
 Meditation increases empathy and 

compassion, allowing more meaningful 
connections with others

 Tolerance is greater in those who meditate
 It creates a sense of interconnectedness 

with the universe diminishing loneliness
 You will see the positives in others and be 

less likely to focus on negative qualities
 Those who meditate are happier and others 

are naturally attracted to people who exhibit 
peace and joy

 Meditation allows you to be less 
reactionary, increasing your ability to deal 
with a variety of people
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Fitting Meditation In
Set Aside Dedicated Meditation Time
 Determine when and where you will be meditating and schedule the time into your day as 

you would an appointment.
 This is ideal to build a meditation practice most effectively.

Wake Up 15 Minutes Earlier
 Allows you to get it out of the way first thing, not having to worry about how you will fit it in 

later.

Have A Back-Up Plan
 If you have a dedicated meditation time, it is likely some days you will miss it. Figure out a 

time that you can either fit in a full meditation or even a mini one.   
 This will prevent falling out of habit when life becomes hectic, which it will at times.

Incorporate Meditation Into Your Daily Activities
 On days where it may be impossible to find time to formally meditate, try mindful meditation 

during your daily functions (perform mindful meditation while you are showering, brushing 
your teeth, getting dressed, the possibilities are endless!).
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Fitting Meditation In
Any Act Can Be Meditation
 If you are always planning, thinking and worrying, you are missing out on your life.
 No matter what you are doing, put your full attention into it. If your mind begins to wander, 

bring it back to the present and your surroundings.
 Act as if you are having each experience for the first time, because in reality, even though 

you may have done the same action many times before, it is a new experience.
 Be in tune with all five senses and be attentive to your breathing.
 Accept the moment as it is.

Make It A Priority
 Look at meditation as something you do everyday.  
 If you look at it as a necessity (which it should be), you will be less likely to skip it.

Meditate In At Least 2 New Locations Every Month
 This will encourage versatility and enable you to meditate in many different settings.
 Use both places you frequent and places that may be new and meaningful to you. This will 

allow you to be comfortable meditating anywhere in a pinch (for example take five minutes 
before you get out of your car to go into work).
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Meditation Postures
The mind and the body are closely interconnected. When meditating, it is important to 
maintain a position where one can be fully present.

To receive the maximum benefit of meditation, it is important to find a position that enables 
relaxation and comfort while also staying alert. Stillness is vital in many types of meditation as 
well as keeping the back, neck and shoulders relaxed while keeping the back straight. You will 
want to keep your head aligned  with the spine, allowing the weight of the trunk to be supported 
by the hips, keeping the burden of the upper body on the skeletal system rather than on the 
muscular. It is suggested that the hands are resting either on the knees or the lap. Mudras may 
be used to position hands for deeper meditative meaning.   

In meditation, symmetry is encouraged for balance, but make sure the selected pose is 
comfortable and can enable focus during meditation and safety to joints and ligaments. The 
most important thing to remember is while you are encouraged to experiment with different 
postures during meditation, it is by no means necessary to successfully meditate. If you are not 
comfortable using specific postures in meditation, it is okay to be positioned however you wish, 
the important thing is that you meditate.
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Meditation Postures
Burmese Posture
 Cross-legged position with feet touching floor
 Good pose for beginners
 Less stable than lotus posture

Lotus Posture
 Also known as the Buddha pose
 Cross-legged pose with feet resting on opposing thigh
 Requires flexibility, stretching prior to is encouraged
 Creates greatest base for grounding
 Lotus Flower: Opens to heavens, yet rooted in ground
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Meditation Postures
Quarter Lotus
 Similar to Burmese pose, with the difference being 

that the foot rests on the calf of the opposing leg

Half Lotus
 One foot rests on the opposing thigh while the other 

foot in under the opposing thigh
 Slightly less stable than the Lotus Posture
 Make sure to alternate which foot rests on top to 

maintain balanced flexibility
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Meditation Postures
Chair Posture
 Sit in a position that hips are higher than the knees to allow the pelvis to be tilted forward to 

allow for a straight spine
 Keep spine unsupported and straight, not using a backrest
 Make sure feet are flat on the floor

Kneeling Posture with Bench
 Buttocks are supported on seiza (meditation bench), keeping weight off of knees and feet
 Kneeling is considered to be a humbled posture
 Allows for extended periods of meditation in kneeling position
 Avoid if knee problems are present

Kneeling Posture
 Can be done in prayer position or sitting on feet
 Inhibits circulation to the lower legs 
 May inhibit quality of meditation, as many find this posture uncomfortable
 Avoid if knee problems are present
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Meditation Postures
Head
 Prevent neck pain and allow more 

comfort in meditation by keeping the 
chin neutral or tilt slightly forward

Face
 Allow the face to be relaxed
 Keep mouth closed slightly, releasing 

tension in jaw
 Place tongue against palate

Eyes
 Open
 Closed
 Partially open

Hand Placement:
 Resting in Lap
 Hands facing each other, fingertips touching
 Can encourage shoulders to stay back and 

relaxed, opening chest

 Resting in Lap
 One hand cradling the other
 Can encourage shoulders to stay back and 

relaxed, opening chest

 Resting on Thighs
 Palm up or palm down
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Mudras
Mudras are used traditionally in Hinduism and Buddhism and can involve the entire body.   
Hand mudras are commonly used in meditation to aid in focus and intention. Using hand 
mudras also can gauge your level of focus in meditation. If your mind starts to drift, it will 
usually show in your hands, as well as if you are straining. Your hands should be soft but 
in position.
There are hundreds of different mudras, but some are used more commonly in 
meditation. It is believed that the elements are found within us and each finger correlates 
to an element of nature, inspiring many more commonly used mudras. 

Chin / Gyan
 Rest hands on knees or thighs, palms can be up or down, holding the index finger to the 

thumb and extend the other three fingers
 Creates non-linear attitude, allowing one to be present in the moment
 Nurtures the connection of self to the universe

Shoonya 
 Middle finger pressed into the base of thumb, extending other three fingers
 Aids in relief of ear ailments
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Mudras
Apaan 
 Middle and ring fingers are joined with the thumb, extending the other two fingers
 Aides in detoxification

Prana / Pran
 Little and ring finger are joined with thumb, extending the other two fingers
 Improves immunity, removes vitamin deficiency and fatigue, improves eye health, and 

strengthens life force in body

Vayu
 Bring index finger into the base of the thumb, putting light pressure on it with the thumb, 

extending the other three fingers
 Aids in relief from arthritis, Parkinson’s disease, and balancing air within the body

Ling
 Interlace fingers with left thumb straight and right thumb resting over left thumb
 Creates heat in body
 Aids in cold relief, respiratory health, and thyroid health
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Mudras
Prithvi 
 Bring the tip of the ring finger to join the tip of the thumb
 Increases earth element within body, strengthening the body, and increasing happiness

Varun
 Join the tip of the little finger and the tip of the thumb
 Balances water content within body, improves quality of blood, and revitalizes the body

Surya
 Bring tip of ring finger into the base of the thumb, applying gentle pressure with thumb
 Increases fire element within body
 Lightens body and reduces excess fat

Dhyana
 Hands in lap, palms up, one resting in the other with thumbs touching above
 Promotes deep contemplation and unity with a higher energy
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Meditation Postures
Eyes – Open, Closed or Partially Open

Eyes Open
 Allows focus on the surroundings
 Allows ease in using meditation through out the day
 Makes focusing more difficult as there are more distractions
 Helps to prevent falling asleep

Eyes Closed
 Helps direct focus inward
 Prevents distraction
 Use caution to prevent daydreaming and sleep

Eyes Partially Open
 Allows soft focus
 Can help to encourage focus while preventing daydreaming and sleep
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Breathing Techniques
Breathing is the central activity of the body. Breathing slowly and deeply induces 
relaxation of the nervous system.  It is one of the only bodily functions that can be 
consciously controlled but also continues unconsciously. Breathing is directly related 
to the mind, by doing it slowly and deeply, it induces relaxation of the nervous system.   

Breathing becomes deeper and slower when relaxed and quicker and more shallow 
when agitated. Breathing exercises can be used to prepare for meditation or for the 
meditation itself.

Tips for breathing
 Breathe through your nose to allow the body to naturally filter the air. If you are 

experiencing nasal congestion, it is ok to mouth breathe.
 Slow your breathing down, especially the exhale. This allows you to calm your body and 

can gain control over your autonomic nervous system.
 If you begin to feel short of breath, breathe normally and resume once you are relaxed. It 

can take time for the body to become accustomed to conscious breathing.
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Breathing Techniques
Dirga (Three Part Breath):
 Observe natural inhalation and exhalation.
 Begin to inhale deeply through the nose, allowing the belly to fill and expand. Exhale, 

drawing the navel towards the spine, emptying the belly.
 Repeat five times.

 Inhale deeply, through the nose, filling the belly . Take in slightly more air, bringing the 
breath into the rib cage, widening them. Exhale from the ribs first, then from the belly, 
drawing the navel to the spine.

 Repeat five times.

 Inhale deeply through the nose, filling the belly and rib cage. Take in slightly more air, filling 
the chest up into the collarbone, allowing the upper chest to rise and expand. Exhale from 
the upper chest, allowing it to lower, then from the ribs, and then from the belly, drawing the 
navel to the spine.

 Repeat ten times.
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Breathing Techniques
Viloma (Breathing Against the Flow):
 Breathe in for two counts and pause for about four seconds, then breathe in more for 

another two counts and pause again, continue this until the lungs feel full, then breathe out 
slowly. Repeat this at least four times then reverse, breathing in deeply and pausing every 
two counts on exhale, at least four times.

 This exercise can be done using pauses during both inhale and exhale as well.

Anuloma (Alternate Nostril Breathing)
 Close the right nostril with the right thumb, inhaling through the left nostril for a four count.   

Close the left nostril with the right ring and little finger, removing thumb from right nostril, 
and exhale through the right nostril for an eight count.

 Inhale through the right nostril for a four count. Close the right nostril with the thumb, 
removing ring and little finger, exhaling for an eight count through the left nostril. This 
completes one cycle.

 Repeat this cycle eight or more times. 
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Breathing Techniques
Bhramari (Bee Breath):
 Raise arms, plugging ears with the index or middle finger of corresponding hand.
 Inhale deeply, hold for a moment, then exhale completely, closing the eyes and creating a 

humming or buzzing sound similar to the sound that a bee makes.
 Repeat three or more times.

Ujjayi (Victorious Breath)
 Inhale and exhale deeply through the mouth a few times to establish breath. Then upon 

exhale, slightly contract the back of the throat, creating a whisper sound. Once that is 
established, do the same during inhalation.   

 Once you become comfortable breathing in this manner, close the mouth and continue to 
breath while keeping the tone in the throat through the nose.   

Agnisar: 
 Exhale slowly and deeply. Contract abdomen, pulling the naval towards the spine. Release 

abdominal muscles without inhaling. Pull the naval back in and release 5 times (you can 
work up to continuing the contracting and relaxing as long as you can hold your breath), 
then inhale in a controlled manner, deeply and slowly. 

 Begin with 5 cycles and work up to 30.
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Breathing Techniques
Bhastrika (Bellows Breath):
 Breath deeply to establish breath then forcefully inhale for one count and exhale for one 

count. Repeat 10 times then resume deep breathing. Perform 20 forceful breaths and resume 
deep breathing, and then 30.

 Discontinue if you become light headed.
 Not recommended for those who are pregnant or have any cardiorespiratory disorders.

Kumbhaka (Breath Retention):
 Inhale deeply, holding breath for a few moments.
 Exhale, completely emptying lungs, pausing for a few moments before inhaling.
 Repeat as many times as you see fit.
 Focus is to be on the moments between inhaling and exhaling.

Kapalabhati (Skull Shining Breath)
 Inhale normally, then forcefully exhale, contracting the abdominal muscles. The force of 

exhale will aid in inhalation as a natural reaction to forced exhalation. Repeat.
 Begin with 25 – 30 cycles, working up to 100 or more. Return to normal breathing.
 Start slowly at first, allowing each cycle to take 1-2 seconds. Work up to about two cycles a 

second.
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Yoga
Traditional yoga aims to find lasting peace using the mind, body and spirit:

“The original context of yoga was spiritual development practices to train the body and mind to 
self observe and become aware of their own nature. The purposes of yoga were to cultivate 
discernment, awareness, self-regulation and higher consciousness in the individual. As the 
split occurring between those seeking physical development versus those seeking spiritual 
development has widened, the lack of awareness and attention to inner experience has 
disconnected the practitioner from his body.”

Yoga originated over 5,000 years ago in India, with most original yoga scriptures being written 
in Sanskrit. It was originally used to find purpose and answer the questions of life. The Hindus 
traditionally used yoga as a means to find self-awareness and divinity within. Yoga was 
practiced using meditation and scriptures such as the Rig-Veda and the Bhagavad-Gita.   
Meditation was used as one of the main practices of yoga, and it is still an important part of 
yoga today.   
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Yoga
In Vedic, Pre-classical, Classical, and Post-classical yoga the main focus was to transcend the 
limits of the conscious mind to join or “yoke” with a higher power. The physical aspect or “hatha” 
of yoga was not one of the major parts until the past century.  “Hatha” means “sun and moon” in 
Sanskrit, and hatha yoga’s traditional purpose is to activate and balance the chakras. Today, 
there are many types of yoga, practiced both by spiritual and non-spiritual purposes. 

Yoga was originally used in meditation for transcending the human mind and spiritual 
connections, however, the types used more commonly today can benefit meditation in different 
ways as well. Hatha yoga can enable one to use more advanced postures for meditation by 
increasing flexibility, awaken the mind and body to prevent falling asleep during meditation, 
create a deeper level of awareness of the body, promote mindfulness, and increase the ability 
to become relaxed. Some yoga poses can also be used as meditation postures or in 
conjunction with a specific intention of meditation, such as healing chakras.   
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Meditation Name
Goal:
 Primary purpose of the meditation

Benefits:
 What you will gain through this meditation

Instructions:
 How to perform the meditation
 While it is encouraged to try each meditation as is, you can alter the steps to better suit 

your preferences and needs
Suggested Duration:
 How long to perform meditation
 You can choose to meditate for suggested duration, or you can for longer or short 

periods as you see fit
Suggested Tools:
 Any external aids that are suggested to assist you in performing the meditation
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Index of Meditations
 Action Manifesting

 Addiction Meditation

 Attentive Listening

 Be Where Your Hands Are

 Centering Meditation

 Controlled Exhale

 Creating Space

 Devotional

 Distraction Dimmer

 Drawing Yourself In

 Emotional Stabilization

 Fearless Love

 Flowing Water

 Forgiveness

 Four Immeasurables

 Four Noble Truths

 Full Body Meditation

 Gregorian Chant

 Healing Meditation

 Heartbeat Meditation

 Himalayan Singing Bowl 

Meditation #1

 Himalayan Singing Bowl 

Meditation #2

 Inner Child Manifestation

 Into Perspective

 Jealousy Meditation

 Just Being Meditation

L ti Di i

 Letting Go of Control

 Letting Go of Attachment

 Letting Go of Love

 Life Appreciation

 Mandala Meditation

 Manifesting Direction

 Manifesting Purpose
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Index of Meditations
 Mantra Meditation

 Meditation Mantra for 

Abundance

 Meditation Mantra for 

Weight Loss

 Mindful Consumption

 Nourishing Body and Spirit

 Nature Meditation

 Observing Breath

 Opportunity

 Peace on Earth

 Peaceful Sleep

 Responsibility

 Rosary

 Saint Francis Prayer

 Self Loving Kindness

 Single-Tasking

 “So Hum” Divine Unity

 Space Cleanse

 Substance Abuse 

Meditation

 Sufi Meditation of the Heart

 Taoist Inner Smile

 Taoist Wu Wei Meditation

 Tapping Meditation

 Thought Observation

 Tonglen for Self

 Tonglen for Others

 Tree Meditation

 Trusting God

 Unconditional Love

 Walking Meditation

 Wandering Mind

 Washing Dishes

 Watching Fire
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Action Manifesting
Goal:
 Motivation, Release of Fear and Self-Sabotage
Benefits:
 Aids in releasing fears, prevents self-sabotage, promotes faith, promotes clarity and 

perspective, increases motivation, reduces stress and anxiety
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize a goal or dream you would like to manifest but have not acted on
 Acknowledge any fears or doubts associated with this goal
 Visualize every doubt and fear occurring while working toward the goal
 Acknowledge your situation after the worst case scenario has occurred, seeing that you 

would still be safe, able, and okay
 Visualize that you achieve the goal without your doubts and fears occurring, allowing 

yourself to feel and experience the results
 Acknowledge that you have a greater chance of succeeding in attaining your goal if you 

take action on it, and even if there are roadblocks
 Return focus to breathing, inhaling faith and motivation
 As you exhale, exhale fear and stagnation
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Addiction Meditation
Goal:
 Relieve addiction, Heal, Acceptance
Benefits:
 Aids in recovery from addiction, promotes acceptance of self, encourages self-care and 

love, decreases avoidance, encourages awareness
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize your addiction with personified features
 Look at your addiction with compassion that you would have for a friend
 Be aware of the needs and feelings of your addiction, what drives them
 Let go of any judgment of your addiction and accept it as just being
 Visualize caring for the personified addiction, giving them what they need to heal and 

stop harming itself
 Acknowledge a sense of oneness with the personified addiction
 Bring your focus back to breathing 
 Visualize breathing in a golden, warm, healing light
 Exhaling, visualize a dark cloud of sickness and harm leaving your body
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Attentive Listening
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Attentiveness, Being Present
Benefits:
 Increases ability to listen to others, promotes being in the moment, increases empathy, 

increases mindfulness, reduces self-centeredness, promotes healthy relationships, 
increases feelings of intimacy and oneness

Instructions:
 Arrange a meeting with someone
 Prior to the meeting, visualize them
 Visualize that they experience the same feelings, emotions, joys, and troubles as you; 

that their goal is happiness
 As you meet with the person, listen to them
 Allow yourself to hear and understand what they are saying
 Take note of any emotion or feeling they may be conveying when they speak while 

keeping your focus on the conversation at that moment, not what you will respond with 
or how you feel

 Be mindful of any judgment or thoughts that cross your mind and bring focus back to the 
conversation
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Be Where Your Hands Are
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Being in Present Moment
Benefits:
 Reduces anxiety and stress, centers and quiets mind, increases mindfulness, increases 

self-awareness, promotes emotional balance
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation or stand up
 Breathe normally with eyes open
 Look at your current environment without moving
 Go through each of the senses, noting how your environment appeals to each one
 Be attentive, notice the textures and details of objects surrounding you, the lighting, any 

movement
 Be aware of any distinguishing smells or if there is a taste in your mouth
 Focus on any physical sensations, such as temperature or vibrations
 Be aware of any sounds present
 Become fully aware of your environment 
 When finished reflect, breathing deeply and slowly, notice any feelings or emotions that 

were present as well
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Centering Meditation
Goal:
 Connecting with God, Creates Calm, Centering
Benefits:
 Creates a connection with a higher being, enhances ability to be centered in spirituality, 

allows detachment from materialism, creates emotional balance
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Read a passage of spiritual or religious text
 Allow a single sacred word to stand out, for example: God, love, peace, Allah, or 

Buddha 
 Breath deeply and slowly with your eyes closed
 Focus on the single, meaningful word
 Allow yourself to feel the peace and serenity that comes with reverence 
 If your mind begins to wander, gently bring focus back to the word
 Allow a couple minutes for quiet reflection after you have finished
Suggested Duration:
 15 – 30 minutes
Suggested Tools:
 Scripture, religious text, or spiritual reading
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Controlled Exhale
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Slows racing mind, increases ability to focus, increases concentration, lowers stress, 

decreases blood pressure, decreases heart rate
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe normally through nose
 Inhale normally
 Exhale on a ten count, and repeat for desired length of time
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Creating Space
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Slows racing mind, increases calm and serenity, increases compassion, increases 

mindfulness
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathing deeply and slowly, focus on breath
 Bring focus to the moment after exhaling, before inhalation begins
 Imagine the exhaled breath is full of light
 With each exhalation the light becomes larger and brighter
 Allow yourself to feel union with the light, feeling the warmth, peace, and comfort generated 

by the light of your exhale
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Devotional
Goal:
 Humility, Spiritual Growth
Benefits:
 Promotes spirituality, promotes devotion, aids in spirituality, creates closeness with God, 

encourages love and kindness, inspires compassion and understanding
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Focus on releasing of things material and trivial that may be blocking you from God’s will for 

you
 Allow yourself to experience both God’s unconditional, unselfish love for you, as well as your 

unconditional, unselfish love for God
 Humbly ask God to quiet your ego in order to aid in serving God
 Bring your attention back to your breathing, visualizing breathing in God’s grace and love with 

each breathe
 With each exhale, visualize exhaling servitude and compassion
Suggested Tools:
 Candles
 Incense
 Offerings
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Distraction Dimmer
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering, Regaining Focus
Benefits:
 Helps maintain and regain focus, increased mindfulness, increased patience, increased love 

and tolerance
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Keep eyes partially open, focusing about a meter in front of  you about chest level
 Rest hands gently on knees
 Exhale on a ten count
 Notice any external distractions
 Acknowledge the distraction, label it for what it is, and return focus to breathing
 Take note of what external stimuli distract you
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Drawing Yourself In
Goal:
 When you find yourself obsessing about what needs to be done, things that happened 

in the past, or speculating on what will happen, this meditation is perfect to draw 
yourself back into the present

Benefits:
 Mindfulness, quiets the mind, promotes awareness, reduces stress and anxiety, allows 

presence in own life, enables active experience of life, acceptant of things, people, and 
situations out of your current ability to control

Instructions:
 Take a deep breath and slow breathing
 Direct your attention to what you are doing in the moment, pulling attention away from 

thoughts of past or future where you can not take direct action on them
 Create an inner dialogue of your actions as you do them, for example, if you are getting 

dressed, “I am putting my socks on, I am putting one foot into my pants, I am putting the 
other foot into my pants, I am pulling my pants up, I am buttoning my pants, I am 
zipping my pants, I am picking up my shirt, I am pulling my shirt over my head, and so 
on

 Continue with the inner dialogue until you are able to concentrate on the present 
moment and where you are currently at

 Revisit the meditation anytime you find your mind racing or jumping from the present
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Emotion Stabilization
Goal:
 Balance Emotions, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Creates perspective, stabilizes emotions, increases insight and self-knowledge, 

improves interpersonal communication, lowers stress and anxiety
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly with eyes closed
 Bring to mind a situation that has caused you upset
 Revisit the encounter in detail, objectively, as if you were witnessing yourself in the 

situation as a third party
 Identify feelings that arise 
 Focus on the feelings, being mindful of the location of any sensations in your body that 

have resulted from these feelings, acknowledging the discomfort
 Take ownership of your feelings and emotions, being responsible in that the emotional 

discomfort was caused by your reaction to situation and not the situation itself, as 
situations have no real power

 Allow yourself to emotionally detach from the situation, seeing it as neither positive or 
negative, just as an experience

 Return your focus to your breathing, with each exhale, imagine your negative emotions 
and tensions being released
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Fearless Love
Goal:
 Love, Compassion, Being Present In The Moment
Benefits:
 Encourages love and understanding, promotes healing, promotes letting go of past, 

improves relationships, allows open-mindedness, releases fear
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Imagine breathing in a emerald green light, letting it fill your chest
 Imagine breathing out a dark cloud of fear of betrayal, hurt, or any other harms
 Appreciate the experiences you have had in past relationships, looking at them as 

neither positive or negative, but as opportunities to grow and learn
 Feel gratitude toward those in your past who may have harmed you for better preparing 

you for future relationships
 Allow yourself to feel love and trust in yourself and your judgment of others, trust that 

you will let the right people into your life
 Bring your focus back to the emerald light, feeling the warmth and love it radiates from 

within
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Flowing Water
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering, 
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration, calming, relaxes the mind and body, 

slows thought process, refreshing and revitalizing
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation where the sound of running / flowing water is 

present
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Immerse yourself in the sound of the water
 When thoughts creep in, gently return your focus to the sound of the water
Suggested Tools:
 If you cannot be outdoors near a natural source of running water, a fountain or audio 

track of running water is suggested
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Forgiveness
Goal:
 Love, Compassion, Letting Go of Past
Benefits:
 Promotes peace, promotes love and compassion, encourages open mindedness, 

reduces stress and anxiety, increases self-esteem, aids in perspective
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing slowly and deeply
 Inhale feelings of love and compassion
 Exhale hurt and resentment
 Visualize a person you would like to forgive, seeing them in the most positive likeness 

possible
 Visualize yourself, the same as them, with the goal of happiness and avoiding suffering
 Acknowledge that you too have made mistakes, some intentionally, some 

unintentionally
 Imagine yourself offering them your forgiveness 
 Now visualize yourself offering them feelings of well-wishes, love, and compassion
 Allow the light in yourself to relate to and recognize the light within them
 Return focus to breathing 
 Breathe in love and compassion
 Exhale anger and resentment
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Four Directions Meditation
Goal:
 Gratitude, Interconnectedness, Spirituality
Benefits:
 Aids in grounding the mind, body, and spirit, promotes spirituality, encourages gratitude, 

promotes oneness, creates feelings of calm and serenity
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation and begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize that you are standing on a mountain top, facing east 
 Feel the power of the sunrise, acknowledge the potential for new beginnings
 Visualize an eagle flying overhead through the air, surpassing challenges with a clear 

perspective of the world below it, thanking God for the ability to start each day anew
 Visualize turning to the south, feeling the sun upon your face
 Feel the light within yourself, the light you have to offer the world, what fires you
 Visualize a lion running past you, conquering any challenges in it’s way
 Visualize turning to the west, feeling the peace and healing within the setting sun
 Acknowledge the need to take time and rest, only then can you be washed clean of 

ailment
 Visualize a bear wandering past you into a cave, preparing for hibernation
 Visualize turning to the north, feeling the coolness of the dark, the end of the day
 Acknowledge the inner wisdom that is gained through experiencing life
 Visualize a buffalo traveling past you with perseverance, leaving it’s imprint on the earth 

below it, having everything that it needs
 Bring focus back to breathing, expressing gratitude for the power found in the four 

directions
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Four Immeasurables
Goal:
 Love, Compassion, Joy, Equanimity
Benefits:
 Promotes love and compassion, creates sense of oneness, promotes well-being, encourages 

open-mindedness, reduces stress and anxiety, promotes spirituality
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing slowly and deeply
 Recite “May all being have happiness and its causes”
 Breathe in and out unconditional love, allowing yourself to fill with it as well as send it out to 

the world
 Recite “May all beings be free of suffering and its causes”
 Breathe in and out compassion and acceptance, allowing yourself to fill with it as well as send 

it out to the world
 Recite “May all beings find pure bliss”
 Breathe in and out bliss and enlightenment, allowing yourself to fill with it as well as send it 

out to the world
 Recite “May all beings abide in equanimity, free of attachment and hatred”
 Breathe in and out oneness, allowing yourself to feel the interconnectedness between 

yourself and the universe
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Four Noble Truths
Goal:
 Awareness, Perspective, Happiness
Benefits:
 Promotes Faith, relieves suffering, inspires faith and acceptance 
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe slowly and deeply 
 Bring to mind the first Noble Truth: Dukkha, that life is suffering, the suffering is caused 

by the stresses of birth, aging, dying, and illness; by attachment; and by dissatisfaction
 Bring to mind the second Noble Truth: the origin of Dukkha, that suffering is caused by 

craving self-pleasure, to be prestigious, to avoid life
 Bring to mind the third Noble Truth: the cessation of Dukkha, that it is possible to stop 

suffering, or achieve Nirvana
 Bring to mind the fourth Noble Truth: the path to the cessation of Dukkha is the Eightfold 

Path: Right Understanding, Right Thought, Right Speech, Right Action, Right 
Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right Concentration

 Contemplate how incorporating the Eightfold Path into your life can aid in the cessation 
of your suffering

 Visualize as if you were free from all suffering
 Allow yourself to experience any feelings or emotions that come to the surface
 Bring your focus to breathing deeply and slowly
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Full Body Meditation
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Reconnecting with the Body
Benefits:
 Increases awareness, encourages mindfulness, connects mind, body, and spirit, 

promotes balance, aids in understanding the mind’s effect on body and vice versa
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Bring focus to breathing, observing your breath 
 Beginning at your toes, mentally scan your body, bringing focus to any area that has 

any physical sensation
 Focus on each area one by one
 Identify the sensation being felt
 Observe the sensation, the type, duration, anything that stands out to you
 If your mind begins to trail off into thought, gentle bring focus back to the area
 Continue upward, repeating the practice of identifying and observing, for each area until 

you have scanned your body in its entirety
 Bring your focus back to breathing, relaxing any muscles that may have tensed back up
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Gregorian Chant
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Encourages relaxation, increases focus, uplifting, slows thought processes, enriches 

the autonomic nervous system, promotes strength and vitality
 Helps with migraines, hypertension, ulcers, and heart disease
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Clear mind focusing on the chanting
 Allow the chanting to engulf your body and mind
 Imagine oneness with the chanting and, if so desired, a deity
 Continue for desired amount of time
Suggested Tools:
 Either a CD or mp3 of Gregorian Chanting
 If copy of Gregorian Chanting is not available, you can stream it from various websites
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Healing Meditation
Goal:
 Calming, Centering, Heals Sickness
Benefits:
 Eases stress and anxiety, creates balance in body systems, heals, increases immunity, 

increases focus
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Being breathing deeply and slowly, releasing stress and tension with each exhalation
 Visualize a healing, green light entering your body as you breathe
 Visualize the light cleansing your body
 Allow it to create a green foamy lather
 The lather fully engulfs your body both internally and externally
 Visualize each exhale as a dark cloud
 As you release the cloud, it removes the toxins, disease, and sickness from your body 
 Visualize breathing in a vibrant yellow light
 Allow the light to fill your body with protection and good health
 Repeat three times
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Heartbeat Meditation
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Connecting Mind, Body, Spirit, Brings You into Present Moment
Benefits:
 Increase body awareness, encourages emotional clarity, promotes mindfulness, 

encourages being in present moment, increases sense of gratitude and satisfaction, 
calming

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Bring focus on an area of the body where you can feel the sensation of your pulse
 If you have difficulty doing so, gently press your right thumb against the artery in your 

left wrist, next to your tendon under the thumb, making your pulse clear until you can 
feel the same beat elsewhere, returning to your meditative posture

 Focus on the main area of sensation, maintaining breathing, for three minutes or so
 Begin to notice the other areas you can feel your pulse throughout your body
 Feel your blood traveling through the heart to bring nourishment to your body, branching 

off throughout your body
 Express gratitude for the continuous work that your heart does to sustain life in your 

body
 Return focus to breathing for another minute or so
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Himalayan Singing Bowl Meditation #1

Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration, increases alpha brainwaves, heals 

through vibration, grounds mind, body, and spirit, encourages relaxation, improves 
autonomic nervous system, improves endocrine system, improves immune system

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation 
 Hold bowl in palm of hand, not touching the sides or rest bowl on a cushion 
 Strike the bowl with a mallet
 Allow yourself to listen to and feel the vibration created
 Let the sound fade, imagining that any pain, suffering, or negative energy is fading with 

the sound
Suggested Tools:
 Himalayan Singing Bowl
 Padded Mallet
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Himalayan Singing Bowl Meditation #2

Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration, increases alpha brainwaves, heals 

through vibration, grounds mind, body, and spirit, encourages relaxation, improves 
autonomic nervous system, improves endocrine system, improves immune system

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation 
 Hold bowl in palm of hand, not touching the sides or rest bowl on a cushion 
 Place wooden end of mallet against the bowl and slowly rub it around the rim with even 

pressure
 Continue, as the bowl sings, imagine the sounds and vibrations healing your mind, body, 

and soul
Suggested Tools:
 Himalayan Singing Bowl
 Padded Wooden Mallet
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Inner Child Manifestation
Goal:
 Identify What is Important to You, Self-awareness, Clarity
Benefits:
 Promotes understanding of self, creates clear perspective, encourages understanding 

and empathy, reduces stress and anxiety
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, closing eyes, and relaxing
 Visualize yourself at age six 
 Look at what was important to you then, how those things made you feel
 Ask yourself why those things were important to you
 Imagine seeing the world in the same manner now as you did then
 Visualize the adult life you wished for at that age
 Ask yourself why you wanted your adult life to be that way
 Note how your views on life have changed throughout the years, determine whether or 

not you see the world in more or less positive light
 Acknowledge how the process of aging has affected you
 Determine if the things that were important to you then may have gotten lost along the 

way, if they are still important to you now
 Ask yourself how yourself at age six would respond to you at your current age
 Allow yourself to feel the inspiration and wonder of your youthful self
 Bring your focus back to breathing and continue for desire duration
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Into Perspective
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Create Positive Outlook
Benefits:
 Increases overall satisfaction in everyday life, enhances awareness, grounding, 

increases gratitude, reduces stress and anxiety, increases sense of abundance, 
increases acceptance, increases contentment, encourages being in present

Instructions:
 Create two lists, the first of 10 things you want and do not have, and one with 10 things 

you are grateful for
 Find a comfortable position for meditation and read the gratitude list
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, allowing relaxation and dissolution of tension
 One by one, focus on each of the 10 areas of gratitude
 Allow yourself to go deeper into why you are grateful for each of the listed things
 When your mind begins to trail off, gently bring the focus back to the area of gratitude 

you are focusing on
 Thank the universe, yourself, or a higher power for each thing on your list
 Bring your focus back to breathing deeply and slowly, allowing yourself to feel deep 

gratitude for two to five minutes
Suggested Tools:
 Writing utensil 
 Paper
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Jealousy Meditation
Goal:
 Healing, Self-Awareness
Benefits:
 Promotes self-esteem, increases feelings of joy, improves personal relationships, 

promotes self-acceptance, encourages compassion, decreases anxiety and stress
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation 
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Bring to mind a situation where you have felt jealousy
 Look at why you were jealous and how you felt, determine whether the jealous had 

served any positive purpose
 Allow yourself to feel happiness for the person you were jealous of
 Now imagine five snowflakes, each one similar, beautiful, special, having unique 

designs in the patterns
 Each one is different, special, but they are all snowflakes
 Visualize yourself as one of the snowflakes, being beautiful, unique, special
 Acknowledge that even as a snowflake, there are unique qualities that no other 

snowflake will ever possess
 Bring your attention back to your breathing
 Breathe in love and compassion when you inhale
 As you exhale, breathe out feelings of inadequacy and jealousy
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Just Being Meditation
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Being Present in Life, Fulfillment
Benefits:
 Relieves worry and anxiety, promotes happiness and satisfaction, aids in acceptance, 

centering, enhances awareness
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Bring focus to breathing slowly and deeply for three or more minutes
 If the mind wanders determine if it is wandering into the past, future, or in the present, 

then bring focus back to breathing
 Begin to scan your senses, acknowledging any physical, internal, external sensations or 

stimuli, such as a breeze, jewelry against your skin, cars driving nearby, tightness in your 
chest

 Accept the moment as it is, acknowledging that in this moment, you are exactly where 
you are supposed to be both physically and in life, that the moment itself is perfect and 
as it should be

 Let you mind be present in your physical body, experiencing the moment in its truest 
form

 Bring your attention back to your breathing for at least another minute
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Kabbalah Shema 
Goal:
 Spirituality, Faith, Oneness
Benefits:
 Encourages inspiration, enhances spirituality and faith, promotes calm and serenity, 

connects you with the Divine
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Inhale silently
 Exhale making the sound “shh”
 Inhale again silently
 Exhale making the sound “mmm”
 Repeat this process allowing yourself to become deeply drawn into the “mmm.” sound
 Allow yourself to go into a deep meditative state
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Labyrinth Meditation
Goal:
 Insight, Spirituality
Benefits:
 Promotes clarity and insight, encourages awareness, promotes mindfulness and presence in 

the moment, strengthens spirituality, enhances faith 
Instructions:
 Standing in the entrance of the labyrinth, state your intention clearly, a solution you are 

seeking guidance with
 Bring focus to observing your breathing to center yourself for a minute
 Say a short prayer asking your higher power to aid in guiding you
 Begin walking, setting your pace for the journey
 Explore the issue your need guidance on, allowing your mind to assess it, feeling any 

emotions that come up
 Bring your focus to walking, surrendering the issue to your higher power
 Feel the earth below your feet, the pace of your journey, the noises you create, see your 

surroundings
 As you reach the center, pause to practice a mindfulness or breathing meditation
 Once you are finished, continue on through the labyrinth, bringing focus back to the act of 

walking and the senses that it appeals to
 Stand in the exit of the labyrinth and express gratitude to your higher power through reflection 

or prayer
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Lectio Divina
Goal:
 Spirituality, Divine Connection, Humility
Benefits:
 Deepens spiritual connection, promotes faith and humility, encourages love and compassion, 

eases fear and anxiety, increases feeling on oneness
Instructions:
 Choose a reading from scripture to pray, remembering, the quantity to be covered is in God’s 

hands 
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin to breathe slowly and deeply 
 Bring focus to a sacred word, repeating it in your head
 Read the chosen text slowly, letting yourself experience the text
 Listen for a word or phrase God has chosen to stand out to you
 Repeat the word or phrase, allowing it to become one with you
 Speak to God, audibly or in your head
 Offer to God what is in your heart
 Allow yourself to feel God’s grace and love
 Bring focus to your breathing
 Acknowledge that God is with you always and it is up to you to open the lines of 

communication, allowing him to enter your heart
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Letting Go of Control
Goal:
 Acceptance, Detachment
Benefits:
 Encourages letting go of responsibility for things outside your control, enhances problem-

solving, improves personal relationships, diminishes fear and anxiety, promotes clarity, 
promotes open-mindedness

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, closing eyes
 Visualize a situation where you wanted to control someone else’s behavior, for example it 

could be anything from their method of cleaning to a large, life decision
 Remember and allow yourself to experience the feelings and emotions that you felt in the 

situation
 Look at how their actions may have affected you and the reason their behavior was 

unacceptable to you, acknowledge any feelings associated with it
 Look into any fear you felt with the possibility of them not behavior the way you desired and 

the reasoning behind the fear
 Allow yourself to accept that the only thing you can truly control are your own actions and 

reactions, that attempting to control anything beyond is not possible and wasted energy
 Return focus back to breathing, inhaling faith and acceptance
 Exhale, breathing out control and manipulation
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Letting Go of Attachment
Goal:
 Love, Compassion, Detachment
Benefits:
 Encourages unconditional love, improves healthy relationships, creates perspective, 

eases anxiety and fear 
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe slowly and deeply, closing eyes
 Visualize a beautiful, graceful, butterfly landing next to you
 The act of seeing the butterfly brings you joy and peace to both you and the butterfly
 Allow yourself to feel connected to the butterfly
 The butterfly flies off out of sight and is gone
 Allow yourself to feel gratitude and loving kindness toward the encounter with the 

butterfly and the time spent together
 Allow yourself to apply this to your personal relationships, appreciating the moment for 

what it is
 Bring your focus back to breathing
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Letting Go of Love
Goal:
 Letting Go of a Relationship, Self-Esteem, Acceptance, Healing
Benefits:
 Encourages acceptance, increases self-awareness, promotes self-honesty, aids in 

detachment, increases self-esteem, aids in emotional healing and serenity
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Closing eyes, breathe deeply and slowly
 Observe breathing, noting the sensations it creates, for three minutes
 Visualize the person you are letting go of in front of you
 Acknowledge the reason of initial attraction and their positive qualities
 Express your gratitude for time spent together and the experiences
 Acknowledge that moving on will not be easy, but necessary for the greatest good
 Express wishes of the best for them in their journey and imagine them doing the same 

to you
 Allow yourself to acknowledge and experience any emotions or feelings created
 Return focus to breathing
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Life Appreciation
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Gratitude
Benefits:
 Increases motivation, encourages action, promotes gratitude, increases mindfulness,  

increases awareness of mortality, increases awareness, puts things in perspective, 
helps prioritize, encourages growth and fulfillment

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Visualize yourself at the age you will pass away
 Imagine the emotions and feeling at that age, be aware of any feelings of desire or 

regret
 Now imagine that you only have a year left to live
 Note experiences that would be important to have during this last year, goals that you 

would want to achieve, be aware of changes that you would need to make in order to 
accomplish these

 Now bring your focus to your current situation 
 Note any things that do not match up with the paths that would need to be taken to 

accomplish the goals and experiences you want to experience, if you are currently on 
the path to lead you there

 Bring focus to your breathing, expressing gratitude for the opportunity to live and have 
potential 

 Reflect for an additional minute
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Mandala Meditation
Goal:
 Awareness, Healing
Benefits:
 Promotes calmness and serenity, aids in mind, body, spirit healing, inspires creativity, 

promotes mindfulness, promotes awareness, encourages spiritual growth
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation in a lit area
 Breathe deeply and slowly, bringing your attention to the mandala in front of you
 Without focusing your eyes, bring your attention to the center of the mandala, taking it in 

in it’s entirety
 Bring your attention to the edge of the mandala, focusing the eyes
 Let your eyes trace the area on the outer portion of the picture, following it around
 In a spiraling pattern, work your way into the center of the mandala
 Let your eyes slowly move through the mandala, being aware of any feelings or thoughts 

that arise, acknowledging them, and bringing focus back to the picture
 Note that it is the process of scanning the mandala that is beneficial, not the finish
 Be mindful of your breathing as you scan, allowing it to go at it’s own pace
 Allow yourself to be drawn in to the mandala, letting it fire your spirit, feeling it’s energy
 Once you reach the center, bring your attention to the mandala as a whole
 Bring your focus to your breathing for an addition minute in reflection
Suggested Tools:
 Mandala
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“So Hum” Divine Unity
Goal:
 Spirituality, Oneness with the Divine, Faith
Benefits:
 Opens channels to higher power, inspires faith, promotes oneness, decreases fear and 

anxiety, aids in purpose, inspires love and compassion
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize a vibrant, warm, golden light surrounding you
 With each inhalation, say the word “So”
 With each exhalation, say the word “hum”
 Through the duration of the meditation, continue to recite “so” and “hum” in harmony with 

your breath
 Visualize breathing in the golden light, letting it fill your body and radiate from you
 Allow yourself to feel no physical boundaries, completely present in the moment
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Manifesting Direction
Goal:
 Making Clear Decisions, Calming, Increase Clarity and Awareness
Benefits:
 Aids in decision making ability, reduces stress and anxiety, promotes clarity, 

encourages self-awareness and honesty, aids in spiritual faith
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Bring to mind a situation that you are having difficulty making a decision on
 Invite your higher power or deeper self to aid you in making the decision
 Note the pros and cons involved in the options
 Acknowledge the different ways the decision may affect you
 Assess the options against your personal values, beliefs, and morals
 Acknowledge any outside influences that may sway your decision
 Allow yourself to experience any emotions and feelings that arise
 Look at the internal reaction and how it is related to the different options
 Offer the variables and options to your higher power or deeper self, asking for guidance 
 Visualize the options and everything you have just assessed being written on a 

blackboard in your mind
 Erase everything from the blackboard completely
 Return focus to breathing
 Continue breathing deeply and slowly for at least five addition minutes
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Manifesting Meditation
Goal:
 Achieve Goals, Motivation
Benefits:
 Enhances clarity on how to accomplish goals, creates perspective, manifests desires, 

aids in achievement
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Bring to mind something you would like to manifest in your life, material or otherwise
 Visualize yourself attaining the object of manifestation
 Allow yourself to feel the emotions and feelings that would be experienced when 

attaining it
 Visualize all of the details of the process of attaining it, during, and after
 Look at how accomplishing this would affect your life
 Visualize what a day would look like, a year, a decade
 Continue to visualize the details of obtaining the manifestation, imagining that it has 

already been manifested
 Bring your focus back to breathing for one to five minutes
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Manifesting Purpose
Goal:
 Finding Purpose, Clarity, Self-Awareness
Benefits:
 Enhances self-awareness, promotes self-honesty, encourages vision and clarity, aids in 

direction, decreases confusion, promotes purpose, decreases fear and anxiety
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation, lighting a candle where it is in eyesight
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, keeping eyes partially open
 Ask your higher power for clarity and awareness during your meditation
 Visualize what brings you joy and fulfillment
 Look deeper into why those activities, people, places, things bring you joy
 Visualize the talents and gifts that are unique and special to you, what you excel at
 Look deeper into how those gifts can be utilized in a manner that brings joy
 Offer both what causes you joy as well as your gifts to your higher power with gratitude, 

asking for guidance on how best to utilize them on your journey
 Bring your focus to breathing, visualizing yourself walking down the path of a treeless 

meadow 
 As you continue breathing, take note of the beauty of the endless meadow
 Allow yourself to feel the grass below your feet, the temperature, the wind, the smells
 Take note of what you encounter along the path, any objects along the side, the direction
 Allow yourself to experience the path in the meadow for 10 or more minutes 
 Return focus to breathing for an addition five minutes
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Mantra Meditation
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration, calming, encourages relaxation, gain 

insight, improves upon area of intention
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin reciting mantra in quietly
 For each recitation of the mantra count one mala bead
 Focus on your words
 Continue until you complete one full round
 After completing a round, sit in reflection for a minute
Suggested Duration:
 108 recitations 
Suggested Tools:
 108 Bead Mala
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Meditation Mantra for Abundance

Goal:
 Mindfulness, Focus, Abundance
Benefits:
 Calming, centering, reduces stress, increases focus, encourages abundance, increases 

overall satisfaction with life
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing slowly and deeply
 Visualize breathing in a vibrant green light, letting the light fill your body
 Continue for three to five minutes
 Affirm to yourself: “I am in abundance, I have all of my needs and desires met”
 Repeat this mantra for three to five minutes
 Return focus to breathing
 As you inhale, imagine yourself now filling with a bright, white light
Suggested Tools:
 A timer with interval bells to cue transitions in meditation
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Meditation Mantra for Weight Loss

Goal:
 Mindfulness, Focus, Weight-Loss
Benefits:
 Calming, centering, reduces stress, increases focus, encourages fat loss
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing slowly and deeply
 Visualize breathing in a blue light, letting the light fill your body
 Continue for three to five minutes
 Affirm to yourself: “As I fill with the blue light, my body will let go of excess fat in a 

healthy manner”
 Repeat this mantra for three to five minutes
 Return focus to breathing for as long as desired
Suggested Tools:
 A timer with interval bells to cue transitions in meditation
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Mindful Consumption
Goal:
 To consume less of the Earth’s resources, Create less waste, Mindfulness
Benefits:
 Promotes preserving resources, increases gratitude and contentment, creates a sense 

of oneness, promotes healthy and natural everyday habits, increases mindfulness, 
increases compassion

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize everything you throw in the waste basket, all of the disposable goods you use
 Visualize all of the consumable resources you use such as gasoline, water, energy, food
 Bring your attention to each one of these items and visualize the process those items 

go through by the time you obtain them such as the drilling of oil for gas, the collecting 
and purification of water, the growing of food, the factories consumable products are 
made

 Imagine the people who contributed to these items making their way to you, their 
compensation, their lives, expressing gratitude for their role in your life

 Now visualize the process of the consumables and disposables after you part ways with 
them, if they go to a landfill, release chemicals into the air, pollute the sewers, or enrich 
the Earth

 Acknowledge you footprint left on the planet and your role in the world around you
 Return your focus to breathing, expressing gratitude, for as long as you wish
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Nourishing Body and Spirit

Goal:
 Healing, Self-Awareness, Understanding Hunger Cues
Benefits:
 Encourages emotional balance, aids in weight loss, encourages self-awareness, 

decreases anxiety and fear, creates appropriate responses, aids in mindfulness, 
increases overall health

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize a time you overate or made poor food choices
 Acknowledge any feelings you had before and during
 Look at the cause of the feeling, for example you felt entitled because you had deprived 

yourself all week, you felt lonely because you haven’t nurtured your relationships and 
sought comfort in food, or you felt overwhelmed because there was a situation you were 
trying to suppress or avoid

 Visualize addressing the underlying cause instead of treating it with food
 Acknowledge and accept any feelings that arise
 Now visualize yourself after addressing the cause
 Acknowledge feelings that arise
 Bring focus back to breathing
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Nature Meditation
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering, Grounding
Benefits:
 Enhances feeling of interconnectedness, stimulates mind, body, and soul, creates 

feeling of being grounded, enhances ability to relax, brings perspective
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation with bare feet planted firmly on ground or 

seated in a natural setting
 Breath deeply and slowly 
 Allow yourself to take in the natural setting around you, acknowledging how long nature 

has existed and will continue to exist
 Let yourself feel connected to the natural surroundings
 Any time you find your mind starting to wander, gently bring focus back to your natural 

surroundings
 Continue for desired length of time
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Observing Breath
Goal:
 Focus
Benefits:
 Slows racing mind, increases ability to focus, increases concentration, lowers stress, 

decreases blood pressure, decreases heart rate
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe normally through nose
 Focus on the sensation as the air enters your nostrils, passes down into your lungs, fills 

your lungs, causing your belly to expand as you inhale
 Focus on the sensation of the lungs emptying, belly retracting, the air passing through 

your throat, and out of your nostrils as you exhale
 Allow yourself to spectate your breathing, focusing on how the air enters and leaves the 

body as well as the sensations associated with it
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Opportunity
Goal:
 To be better prepared to handle undesirable situations, Open-mindedness
Benefits:
 Enhances problem-solving abilities, promotes positive perspective, encourages open-

mindedness, reduces stress and anxiety, promotes clarity
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Bring focus to breathing, observing your breath
 Continue for five minutes
 Bring to mind a crisis in your life that you are having difficulty dealing with
 Breathe in clarity, looking at the crisis for it’s opportunities, perhaps learning to deal with 

similar situations in the future or personal and spiritual growth that could be attained
 Allow yourself to experience any feeling or emotions the crisis brings up, but also allow 

yourself to feel gratitude 
 Every time your mind begins to drift into the negative, acknowledge the though, then 

focus on a positive opportunity created by it instead
 Feel acceptance that even though you may not fully understand the purpose of the crisis, 

it has a purpose
 Bring your focus back to your breath, inhaling strength and acceptance
 On each exhale, release feelings of pain and bitterness
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Peace On Earth
Goal:
 Calming, Centering, Create Peace
Benefits:
 Lessens feelings of being overwhelmed, uplifting, diminishes fear, calms anxiety, 

promotes peace, empowering, lowers stress
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin to breathe deeply and slowly
 Bring to mind the intention of goodwill, peace, and unconditional love towards all living 

beings, the universe, and yourself
 Breathe in feelings of peace and harmony
 Breathe out discord and chaos
 Visualize a vibrant white light radiating from your heart, being full of the wishes of 

peace, goodwill, and unconditional love
 Visualize the white light in every living being, spreading from being to being, enveloping 

the entire planet
 Imagine the world, glowing with bright, loving white light, radiating peace and goodwill
 Allow any feelings and emotions to surface, acknowledging them and bringing focus 

back to the world cloaked in light
 Return focus to breathing
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Peaceful Sleep
Goal:
 Restful Sleep, Relaxation, Calming, Healing
Benefits:
 Quiets the mind, promotes calm and relaxation, strengthens immune system, reduces 

stress, promotes restful sleep, improves overall health
Instructions:
 Lie in bed, making sure lights and any noise producing instruments are turned off
 Lie on back with arms outstretched downward
 Create tension in you muscles and release, repeating five times
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 As you breathe in, visualize breathing in a soothing lavender cloud filled with serenity 

and peace
 As you exhale, visualize breathing out a cold, dark cloud filled with anxiety and worry
 With each inhalation, imagine the soft lavender hue filing your body
 With each exhalation, allow your body to deepen in relaxation
 As your mind starts to drift to the events of the day or future events, gently bring focus 

back to your breath
 Continue until you fall asleep
Suggested Tools:
 A bed and bedding
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Responsibility
Goal:
 Accountability, Integrity
Benefits:
 Increases ability to solve problems, encourages seeing your role in situations, promotes 

self-honesty and integrity, promotes accountability, encourages acceptance, decreases 
stress and anxiety, encourages letting go of the victim role

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Bring to mind a situation where something seemingly out of your control went poorly, but 

you were reprimanded for it, for example a bill that you had asked a spouse to mail but 
they did not, or a knocking on a fragile window and cracking the glass

 Now look deeply into the situation and see what aspects were your responsibility, for 
example mailing the bill yourself or following up to make sure it was done, or not being 
mindful of the force you were knocking with or choosing to knock on a different area, or 
simply letting the situation affect you negatively and failing to learn from it

 Acknowledge that the only thing you can truly control is your own actions and reactions
 Allow yourself to take responsibility for your role in the situation
 Accept the situation as it is and forgive yourself and anyone involved, understanding that 

it is an opportunity to learn and grow
 Bring your focus back to breathing
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Rosary
Goal:
 Worship, Spirituality
Benefits:
 Encourages humility, promotes spirituality, enhances faith
Instructions:
 Assume a kneeling position if possible
 Make the sign of the cross
 Holding Catholic prayer beads, a rosary, at the crucifix, recite the prayer “The Apostles 

Creed”
 Moving to the next, large, bead, recite the prayer “The Our Father”
 For the next three, smaller, beads, recite the prayer “The Hail Mary”
 Go bead by bead around the circle, reciting the correlated prayer
 For the following five large beads, recite the prayer “Glory Be”, followed by the prayer 

“The Our Father”
 For each smaller bead in the clusters of ten, or “decade”, recite the prayer “The Hail 

Mary”
 Upon returning to large bead at the base of the circle, recite the  prayer “Hail, Holy 

Queen”
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Saint Francis Prayer
Goal:
 Spirituality, Humility, Compassion
Benefits:
 Promotes open-mindedness, strengthens faith, promotes love and compassion, inspires 

spiritual growth, improves relationships, calms, reduces stress and fear
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Recite : “Lord, make me a channel of thy peace, that where there is hatred, I may bring 

love – that where there is wrong, I may bring the spirit of forgiveness – that where there 
is discord, I may bring harmony – that where there is error, I may bring truth – that 
where there is doubt, I may bring faith – that where there is despair, I may bring hope –
that where there are shadows, I may bring light – that where there is sadness, I may 
bring joy. Lord, grant that I may seek rather to comfort than to be comforted – to 
understand, than to be understood – to love, than to be loved. For it is by self-forgetting 
that one finds. It is by forgiving that one is forgiven. It is by dying that one awakens to 
eternal life.  Amen.”

 Allow yourself to take pause on each line, understanding it’s true meaning, truly desiring 
to give rather than to receive

 Return focus to breathing
 Reflect on the meaning of the prayer, letting it’s essence inspire you
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Self Loving Kindness 
Goal:
 Self-Acceptance, Compassion, Love
Benefits:
 Promotes self-esteem and acceptance, increases compassion, reduces fear and anxiety, 

creates peace
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Visualize someone you love and admire
 Acknowledge that like you, they have fears, worries, and insecurities, that they are prone 

to seeing themselves in that light rather than the loving, admiring, way you see them
 Visualize looking through their eyes at yourself, see your good qualities, without 

emotional attachment to the areas of insecurity
 Now visualize that your higher power is in front of you
 Allow yourself to feel the love, compassion, and kindness your higher power has for you
 Acknowledge that you are just as you should be, there is nothing that needs to be fixed 
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Single-Tasking
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Focus, Being Present
Benefits:
 Increases efficiency, encourages focus and being in present moment, eases stress and 

anxiety, prevents mistakes, increases attentiveness 
Instructions:
 Bring to mind two or more actions that you do simultaneously, next time you go to 

perform these tasks, do them individually
 Take a deep, centering breath before beginning 
 Begin the first task, focusing on what you are doing and be mindful not to rush or let your 

mind wander into the future tasks
 Upon completion, move to the next task, focusing only on the task you are currently 

performing
 After completing the tasks separately, reflect on the differences in performing them 

separately, were they done with more detail, were there less mistakes, did it take more or 
less time, how did you feel both physiologically and mentally 
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Space Cleanse
Goal:
 Create Positive Environment, Clear Negative Energies
Benefits:
 Releases negative energies and emotions from object and areas, creates peace, 

spiritually cleansing, revitalizing, creates sense of calm, eases anxiety
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, releasing stress and tension with each exhalation
 Visualize the area or object that you wish to cleanse
 Imagine the area or object being filled with a vibrantly bright yellow light
 Watch it encompassing the entirety of the area or object
 Visualize yourself near the area or object watching as it emits the bright warming, light
 Watch as the light spreads and brightens
 Allow feelings of warmth, love, kindness, and joy to come over you and the object of 

focus
 Bask in these feelings, bringing focus back to breathing
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Substance Abuse Meditation

Goal:
 Healing, Abstinence from Mind-Altering Substances, Acceptance, Surrender
Benefits:
 Aids in recovery from substance abuse, promotes healing, encourages acceptance, 

promotes spiritual growth, increases strength through surrender
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize breathing in a warm vibrant light, letting it fill your body
 Allow yourself to feel the presence of your higher power within you and around you
 Feel your higher power’s love and acceptance of you
 As you inhale, visualize the light being full of your higher power’s will or path for your
 As you exhale, visualize your own will leaving your body
 Allow yourself to feel safe and protected, trusting that your higher power’s will for you 

better than anything you could create for yourself
 Continue for desired duration
 Bring attention back to breathing
 Ask your higher power to reveal it’s will to you as well as the willingness and courage to 

carry it out
 Reflect in faith and gratitude, breathing deeply and slowly
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Sufi Meditation of the Heart

Goal:
 Spirituality, Love and Compassion, Clarity
Benefits:
 Aids in ability to allow self to be loved, encourages interconnectedness, promotes loving 

kindness, strengthens spiritual connection, promotes acceptance and open-mindedness, 
enhances relaxation and calmness

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Imagine that you are letting go of consciousness, even sub consciousness, to you 

innermost spiritual being where there is only peace stillness, and love
 Imagine ourselves sitting there, engulfed with God’s Love
 Allow yourself to feel the deepest peace, love, sheltering, and security
 Your entire being is within God’s Love
 As thoughts, feelings, and images enter our mind, imagine grabbing them and bringing it 

into, joining it with the feelings of love
 The feeling of God’s love mutes all other thoughts, clearing the mind and opening your 

heart
 Offer yourself to God
 Bring focus back to breathing
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Taoist Inner Smile
Goal:
 Healing, Health, Well-Being
Benefits:
 Promotes self-awareness, enhances mind, body, spirit connection, prevents illness, 

promotes health, calming, increases mindfulness
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Close eyes, allowing body to relax, breathing deeply and slowly
 Bringing the tongue to the roof of the mouth, gently smile
 Bring focus between the eyebrows, feeling energy gathering there, pooling, deepening
 Allow the energy to spread to the center of the brain, then flowing into your eyes, 

growing
 Imagine the energy is full of love, peace, and joy
 Allow the energy to travel down throughout your body, from organ to organ, cell to cell
 Take special note of the energy in areas of illness or injury 
 Once the energy has completely engulfed your body, allow the energy to come to your 

navel, creating a feeling of warmth
 You may continue focusing on the navel for as long as you would like
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Taoist Wu Wei Meditation
Goal:
 Surrender, Spirituality, Peace
Benefits:
 Encourages acceptance, promotes peace and serenity, decreases feelings of anxiety 

and fear, increases feelings of love and faith, enhances spirituality, creates sense of 
oneness

Instructions:
 Find a position, preferably near running water, that is comfortable for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and calmly, keeping eyes open, focused on water, or closed 

visualizing a stream of water
 Acknowledge the soft, gentle, unyielding force in which the stream flows
 Note how easily the water adapts to it’s surroundings, without fighting it
 Note how water is patient, creating change in the objects in it’s course, for example, 

eroding stone, that take place gradually, over time
 Allow yourself to feel the peace, ease, and harmony in the ways of water
 Acknowledge that it is much easier when you give up the fight and accept your path, 

traveling with the current
 Bring focus back to breathing, imagining yourself as the water flowing in a stream
 Allow yourself to feel the ease and peace of your travels
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Tapping (EFT) Meditation
Goal:
 Relieves Anxiety, Stress, and Tension, Soothing, Relieves Painful Emotions, 
Benefits:
 Reduces stress, promotes self-care, stimulates and increases energy flow, promotes 

emotional balance, promotes health and well-being, prevents and treats disease
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize the cause of your anxiety
 Using either your index and middle finger, or all four fingers, gently tap your collar bone 

ten times, about once per second
 Tap your temple 10 times, and repeat the cycle throughout the meditation
 Bring your focus to breathing and state either out loud or in your head:
 “I am breathing in, aware of my whole body, I am breathing out tension”
 “I am breathing in, letting my body relax, I am breathing out anxiety”
 “I am breathing in peace and serenity, I am breathing out worry and fear”
 “I am breathing in joy, I am breathing out pain”
 “I am breathing in happiness and contentment, I am breathing out sorrow and sadness”
 “I am breathing in acceptance, I am breathing out what is out of my control”
 Bring focus back to breathing, ceasing to tap 
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Thought Observation
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Calms mind, allows perspective on thoughts, encourages open-mindedness
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Keep eyes partially open, focusing about a meter in front of  you about chest level
 Rest hands gently on knees
 Breathing deeply and slowly, allow your body to relax
 As thoughts creep in, imagine them typed out scrolling across a movie screen in your 

mind
 Observe your thoughts objectively as if written by someone else
 Take care to not judge your thoughts 
 Once the thought passes without attachment, return focus to breathing
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Tonglen For Self
Goal:
 Compassion, Healing, Self-Acceptance
Benefits:
 Aids in accepting difficulties and releasing them, encourages being present, promotes 

love and compassion, increases self-esteem
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Acknowledge and breathe in anything that is creating suffering to you
 Let your negative thinking, fears, anger, jealousy, attachment, come to the surface, 

breathing them into your heart
 Acknowledge that negative thinking leads to poor decisions, which leads to suffering
 Now visualize these in your heart being transformed into positive thinking, faith, love, 

compassion, acceptance
 Exhale, visualizing the positive emotions radiating from you
 Now exhale visualizing a black smoke filled with suffering being released from you
 Continue until you feel the suffering has been fully expelled
 Continue breathing deeply and slowly, allowing yourself to feel your heart being full of 

love and compassion
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Tonglen For Others
Goal:
 Compassion, Selflessness, Healing
Benefits:
 Promotes love and compassion, promotes detachment, encourages love and 

compassion, strengthens relationships, promotes generosity 
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Visualize a loved one, neutral person, or enemy in front of you that you would like to help
 Visualize breathing in black smoke, containing anything that is creating suffering for them
 Allow their suffering to come to the surface
 Breathe their suffering into your heart
 Acknowledge your willingness to take their suffering from them
 Acknowledge that they, like everyone, wants to be happy, yet are suffering instead
 Exhale, visualizing that you are sending compassion, joy, love, and happiness to the 

person
 Continue breathing deeply and slowly, allowing yourself to feel your heart being full of 

love and compassion
 As you exhale, visualize a black smoke filled with suffering being released from you
 Continue until you feel the suffering has been fully expelled
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Tree Meditation
Goal:
 Healing, Perspective, Oneness
Benefits:
 Promotes oneness, promotes healing of mind, body, and spirit, reduces stress, brings 

life into perspective, increases calm and serenity
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable place for meditation that is within view of a tree
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, keeping eyes open
 Notice the details of the tree, the trunk, the branches, the leaves, the colors, the 

movements
 Visualize the seed that the tree grew from, how long ago it was, what the environment 

may have been like when it was planted
 Now visualize the tree a hundred years from now, imagine the details of the tree
 Bring your mind to the lifespan of the tree, how many cycles of growing and shedding 

leaves it may go through, what people and animals may encounter it and how so
 Acknowledge that short of directly harming the tree or nourishing the tree, the tree 

exists completely independent of your existence, perhaps before you and after you
 Note that no problem in your life will ever affect the tree 
 Allow yourself to release the feeling of responsibility in anything that not directly in your 

control
 As you exhale, imagine you are releasing the weight of the world in your breath
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Trusting God
Goal:
 Spirituality, Faith, Surrender
Benefits:
 Creates connection with God, strengthens faith, eases fear and anxiety, promotes 

mindfulness, encourages love and kindness, eases loneliness, increases feelings of 
fulfillment, creates purpose and perspective

Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly, observing your breath
 Imagine a warm light surrounding you as you breathe
 Visualize yourself in front an alter, also surrounded by the warm, loving light
 Imagine yourself placing everything that is important to you and brings you happiness on the 

alter, objects, loved ones, situations, dreams, surrendering your attachment to them to God
 Allow God to take these things, trusting that he will give you everything that you need
 Visualize surrendering yourself to God, giving him all of yourself, the “good” and the “bad”
 Humbly ask God to show you his will and to guide you
 Acknowledge that God will keep you safe and protected, that he will provide for you as you 

surrender yourself
 Visualize yourself becoming a part of the warm, loving light
 Bring your focus back to breathing
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Unconditional Love
Goal:
 Love, Compassion, Understanding
Benefits:
 Enhances ability to love, promotes awareness, allows loving detachment, promotes 

spirituality
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Breathe deeply and slowly
 Visualize a loved one in a positive light and acknowledge any conditions that you may 

place on their love such as giving with expectation of reciprocation
 Imagine giving the loved on permission to be who they are, receiving your love no matter 

what 
 Allow yourself to feel any feelings or emotions that come up while accepting the loved 

one as they are completely
 Imagine if they were not a part of your life, allow yourself to feel appreciation for what 

they contribute to your life, understanding that it is given freely
 Recite out loud or in your head “I love and accept you for who you are”
 Repeat ten times
 Bring focus back to breathing
 Breathing in feelings of love, compassion, and understanding
 Exhale feelings of judgment and condition
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Walking Meditation
Goal:
 Awareness, Connect the Mind and Body
Benefits:
 Increases mindfulness, encourages being in present moment, promotes awareness, 

enhances spirituality, creates calm and peace, promotes good health
Instructions:
 While standing, bring focus to observing your breathing to center yourself for a minute
 Feel the weight placed on the feet, the balance required to remain upright
 Express gratitude for the ability to walk as you begin to walk
 Walk at a normal, but slow pace
 With your focus still on your feet, scan your body upward, noting the sensations that 

walking creates within your body
 Feel the vibration, the rhythm, the airflow, the muscles moving, the clothes upon your 

skin
 Acknowledge without judgment any thoughts or emotions that come into your 

consciousness and allow them to pass, bringing focus back to scanning the body
 Be aware of your environment, notice what is going on around you, finding a balance 

between your inner and outer environment
 Continue to scan until you reach the crown of the head
 Come to a natural pause as you finish, gently stopping
 Note the feelings and sensations throughout your body
 Take a moment to reflect, expressing gratitude for the experience
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Wandering Mind
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration and mindfulness, encourages mental 

and physical grounding, aids in controlling thought patterns
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation 
 Begin breathing deeply and slowly
 Begin counting each breath
 Take notice of when you mind beings to wander, note the location, people, and 

situations involved
 Gently redirect focus back to breathing
 If you would like, after meditation, write down your thoughts during the meditation
Suggested Duration:
 5-20 minutes
 Perform regularly, writing down thoughts during meditation, look for any common trends
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Washing Dishes
Goal:
 Mindfulness, Being Present in the Moment, Appreciation
Benefits:
 Increased focus, mindfulness, encourages being present, thought centering, increases 

concentration, encourages gratitude in little things, promotes humility
Instructions:
 Feeling your feet planted on the floor, turn on the water
 Feel the water, the temperature and amount of pressure
 Grab a soiled dish, feeling the texture of the dish in your hands
 Begin washing the dish, watching the soap foam, the dirt detach from the dish
 Rinse the dish in the water, feeling it in your hands and the sensations of the pressure 

from the water hitting the dish
 Notice the dish transforming from being dirty to clean, expressing gratitude for the 

means to eat and the tools to do so
 Place the dish on the drying rack or towel, appreciating your effort in returning the dish 

to the state of being able to have further use
 Repeat until you have washed all of the dishes and utensils
 As your mind starts to drift, gently bring it back to the sensations and process of 

dishwashing
Suggested Tools:
 A sink full of dirty dishes
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Watching Fire
Goal:
 Focus, Calming, Centering
Benefits:
 Increases ability to focus, increases concentration, calming, promotes warmth and 

security, helps with feeling overwhelmed
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation about three feet from candle at eye level.   

Lower room lighting
 Perform Alternate Nostril Breathing
 Clearing the mind, focus on the flame
 Breath in light and warmth with each inhalation, calming any fear, worry, or insecurity
Suggested Duration:
 10-20 minutes
Suggested Tools:
 Organic, unscented candle
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What Drives You
Goal:
 Manifestation, Purpose, Direction
Benefits:
 Allows clarity in determining what is really important, reduces fear and anxiety, creates 

perspective, promotes happiness and joy, increases overall satisfaction
Instructions:
 Find a comfortable position for meditation
 Begin to breathe slowly and deeply
 Visualize a moment that you were full of happiness, excitement, satisfaction, and bliss
 Recall the situation and the details surrounding the cause of these feelings
 Allow yourself to relive that moment, feeling and experience the same emotions
 Visualize this feeling being present with you daily
 Take note of anything that may block these feelings from being possible, and assess if 

that block is truly supposed to be in your life
 Imagine being able to live through any circumstances with these feelings of true joy and 

fulfillment
 Bring focus to breathing, inhaling joy, bliss, and fulfillment
 Exhale feeling of anxiety, worry, and inadequacy
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Meditation Mantras
The word “mantra” means a word or sound repeated to aid concentration in meditation.

Mantras are commonly used in meditation, both religious and non-religious practices. They are 
believed to have psychological and / or spiritual power. The primary power in using mantra is 
found in repeating it either audibly or mentally. Some believe that the vibrations created from 
audibly speaking the mantra can be healing both physically and spiritually since everything 
emits a vibrational frequency, including the human body and sound.    

Many traditional mantras are originally written in Sanskrit, usually carrying spiritual meaning 
with them. Each sound carries a specific purpose and meaning when recited.   

Today, many people use positive words, quotes, or affirmations in meditation as mantras.   
These are not true mantras, but can still be psychologically and emotionally beneficial and help 
to maintain focus and intention during meditation.   
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Common Mantras
Aham Brahma Asmi:
 Promote a feeling of “oneness” with all of 

creation denying confinement to the body  
and mind

Aham Prema:
 Divine Love
Om / Aum:
 Represents a supreme being. The past, 

present and the future are all included in 
this one sound. Meditation on this sacred 
syllable is said to lead to liberation

Om Aim Hrim Krim Chamundayai Vichche:
 Enhances concentration and inspires 

fulfillment of aspirations and desires
Om Aim Saraswatyai Namah:
 Om and salutations to the giver of wisdom, 

intelligence, knowledge and creative artistic 
energy

Om Dram Om Guru Dattaya Namaha:
 Aids in spiritual growth and ability to be a 

spiritual teacher
Om Dum Durgayei Namaha:
 Used for protection against negative energy
Om Gum Ganapataye Namaha:
 Aids in problem solving. It aids in 

manifestation
Om Hanumanthaya Namah:
 Sri Hanuman mantra, bestows victory and 

strength
Om Hareng Baglamukhi Namaha:
 Used to bring truth and to protect from ill-will 

from enemies
Om Hiranyagarbhaya Namaha:
 Aids in emotional balance and healing 

heartache
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Om Kleem Namah: 
 Promotes purification from past harms  

and wrong doing
 Om Kleem Shum Shukraya Namah:
 Kama Shakti brings the power of love, 

delight, contentment and fulfillment
Om Sri Krishna Sharanam Namah:
 Asks Krishna, the one who attracts all, for 

shelter and protection
Om Mani Padme Hum:
 O radiant jewel in the lotus of my heart, 

please shine brightly. May my heart have 
the strength to feel compassion for all 
sentient beings

Om Muni Muni Mahamuni Shakyamuniye 
Svaha:
 Devoted to the Buddha, used to invoke the 

ideals of compassion, love, and kindness

Om Namah Shivaya:

 I bow to Shiva
Om Namo Narayanaya:
 The mantra of Vishnu, used to invoke his 

power of mercy and goodness
Om Parama Prema Rupaya Namaha:
 Used for divine love.  Means “Oh 

Manifestation of Divine Love, I honor you”
Om Radha Krishnaya Namaha:
 Used for romantic love relationships to 

elevate them to an enhanced state of 
intimacy and love

Om Shreem Mahalakshmiyei Namah:
 Blessing mantra for physical and spiritual 

abundance and prosperity
 Om Shri Dhanvantre Namaha:
 Enhances ability to heal the mind, body, 

and spirit of self and others
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Om Shri Durgayai Namah:
 Asks the Universal Mother to remove all 

physical, mental, and economic problems 
in life, providing protection

Om Sri Maha Kalikayai Namah:
 Prayer to Kali to create transformation and 

remove negativity from the world and 
ourselves

Om Sri Maha Lakshmyai Namah:
 Calls upon Lakshmi to bring wealth and 

prosperity
Om Sri Rama Jaya Rama, Jaya, Jaya 
Rama:
 Asks for guidance in living spiritually. Also 

reduces negative karmic effects and 
provides spiritual healing

Om Sri Ramaya Namah:
 Calls upon Rama to bring balancing 

energy into the life and body
Om Tare Tuttare Ture Swaha:
 Tara mantra, used in aid in problem 

resolution and manifestation of desires 
and needs.  Aids in protection from fear

So Hum/Ham Sa:
 Commonly practiced mantra used in 

breathe meditation. Brings one into union 
with their higher power or Divine Spirit.   
Means “I am that I am”
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Single Word Mantras:
 Peace
 Love
 Integrity
 Acceptance
 Faith
 Forgiveness
Inspirational Quote Mantras:
 “Love is the only miracle there is”               

–Osho
 “Be the change you wish to see in the 

world.” – Gandhi
 “I change my thoughts, I change my  

world.” – Norman Vincent Peale

Affirmations:

 I deserve and accept love
 Abundance flows freely through me
 My body is resilient, it heals easily
 I attract healthy relationships
 I make decisions that will bring me to my 

desired body
 I am precious and valuable
 My heart radiates love and compassion
 I am grateful for all that I have, my needs 

are being met
 I am exactly where I am meant to be
 I am perfect in the eyes of God

.
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To employ a modern spin on your meditative mantra practice, you may use affirmations, 
inspirational quotes, or words that inspire growth.   
There are no limits or rules when deciding what you may use for a mantra!
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Meditating for Chakras

7 Chakras:

 Sahasrara - Spiritual

 Ajna - Perception

 Vishuddha – Expression

 Anahata - Love

 Manipura - Power

 Svadhisthana - Sex

 Muladhara - Survival
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The concept of chakras was originally documents before 1000 BCE in ancient Hindu 
scripture. Chakras are centers of spiritual power in the human body. It is most 
commonly believed that there are seven chakras, even though some believe there are as 
many as 12. Each chakra contains different physical, emotional and spiritual qualities.   
Prana is considered life force that flows through channels, with areas where multiple 
channels intersect being the location of the chakras. If you are physically, emotionally, 
or spiritually ill, it is due in part to energy blockages. 
To have a balanced, clear energy flow is to be in good health.
Ayurvedic medicine, traditional Chinese medicine, Taoist healing and acupuncture are  
commonly used in relation to the chakras,.
Chakras are also found in different belief systems such as Hinduism, Buddhism and 
spiritual energy practices like Reiki and yoga.   
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Sahasrara / Crown Chakra

Location
 top of head
Color
 violet
Crystal
 amethyst 
Gland
 pineal
Element
 space
Mantra
 aum
Fragrance
 frankincense
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Balanced:
 Enlightenment
 Attentiveness
 Unity
 Spirituality
 Awareness
 Trust
 Perspective
 Values, ethics

and integrity
 Courage
 Selflessness
 Inspiration
 Originality
 Optimism

Unbalanced:
 Myalgic 

Encephalitis
 Depression
 Nervous system 

disorders
 Skin conditions
 Vanity
 Inability to think 

clearly
 Entitlement

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “aum” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in violet light into 
the crown of the head, letting 
the light get larger with each 
breath. Let the light engulf 
the entire body, clearing any 
energy blockages.   
Visualized breathing out 
disease and negative energy.

Aide: Burn frankincense 
incense or diffuse 
frankincense oils during 
meditation to aid in balancing 
the crown chakra.
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Ajna / Brow Chakra
Location
 center of  

forehead
Color
 indigo
Crystal
 lapis lazuli 
Gland
 pituitary
Element
 light
Mantra
 om
Fragrance
 sandalwood
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Balanced:
 Self-realization
 Intuition
 Responsibility
 Fulfillment
 Open-mindedness
 Intellect
 Self-esteem
 Truth
 Honesty
 Inspiration

Unbalanced:
 Mental illness
 Headaches / 

Migraines
 ENT ailments
 Eye conditions
 Learning disorders
 Lack of ambition
 Negativity
 Nightmares
 Unable to organize

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “om”

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in indigo light 
into the center of the 
forehead or “third eye”, 
letting the light get larger 
with each breath. Let the 
light engulf the entire body, 
clearing any energy 
blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Aide: Burn sandalwood 
incense or diffuse 
sandalwood oils during 
meditation to aid in 
balancing the brow chakra.
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Vishuddha / Throat Chakra

Location
 center of throat
Color
 blue
Crystal
 blue lace agate 
Gland
 thyroid
Element
 ether
Mantra
 ham
Fragrance
 lavender
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Balanced:
 Communication
 Self-expression
 Open-mindedness
 Independence
 Inspiration
 Responsibility
 Freedom
 Freedom from 

addiction
 Faith
 Decision making
 Leadership
 Creation

Unbalanced:
 Rashes
 Back problems
 GI problems
 Insecurity
 Inability to 

concentrate
 Anxiety
 Carelessness
 Dishonesty

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “ham” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in blue light into 
the throat, letting the light 
get larger with each breath.   
Let the light engulf the entire 
body, clearing any energy 
blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Aide: Burn lavender incense 
or diffuse lavender oils 
during meditation to aid in 
balancing the throat chakra.
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Anahata / Heart Chakra
Location
 center of chest
Color
 green
Crystal
 malachite 
Gland
 thymus
Element
 air
Mantra
 yam
Fragrance
 rose
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Balanced:
 Love and 

compassion
 Healing
 Selflessness
 Empathy
 Safety
 Trust
 Relationships
 Faithfulness
 Hope
 Commitment
 Forgiveness
 Harmony

Unbalanced:
 Emotional 

unbalance
 Hate and 

disregard
 Closed-

mindedness
 Heart disease
 Respiratory 

disorders
 Early aging
 Transient 

illnesses

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “yam” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in green light into 
the center of the chest, letting 
the light get larger with each 
breath. Let the light engulf 
the entire body, clearing any 
energy blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Aide: Burn rose incense or 
diffuse rose oils during 
meditation to aid in balancing 
the heart chakra.
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Manipuraka / Solar Plexus Chakra

Location
 bottom of 

breastbone
Color
 yellow
Crystal
 citrine 
Gland
 pancreas
Element
 fire
Mantra
 ram
Fragrance
 neroli
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Balanced:
 Wisdom
 Personal 

development
 Emotional 

development
 Limitless 

possibilities
 Bravery
 Strength
 Self-esteem
 Logic
 Nurturing
 Decision-making
 Memory

Unbalanced:
 Inability to 

concentrate
 Loss of memory
 Lethargy
 Insomnia
 Digestive 

disorders
 Eating disorders
 Stress / Anxiety
 Skin conditions
 Controlling

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “ram” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in yellow light into 
the area above the naval, 
letting the light get larger with 
each breath. Let the light 
engulf the entire body, 
clearing any energy 
blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Mindfulness: Meditate using 
a candle or fire as focal point

Aide: Burn neroli incense or 
diffuse neroli oils during 
meditation to aid in balancing 
the solar plexus chakra.
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Swadhisthana / Sacral Chakra

Location
 genitals
Color
 orange
Crystal
 carnelian 
Gland
 testes / ovaries
Element
 water
Mantra
 vam
Fragrance
 ylang-ylang
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Balanced:
 Sensuality
 Sexuality
 Creativity
 Excitement
 Curiosity
 Interconnectedness
 Stamina
 Fertility
 Confidence
 Relationships

Unbalanced:
 Lower back pain
 Sciatica
 Disorders of the 

reproductive system
 Intestine, spleen, 

gallbladder 
dysfunction

 Urinary tract and 
kidney disease

 Insecurity
 Emotional instability
 Eating disorders
 Indifference
 Frustration

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “vam” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in orange light into 
the groin area, letting the light 
get larger with each breath. 
Let the light engulf the entire 
body, clearing any energy 
blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Mindfulness: Meditate using 
a stream or fountain as the 
point of focus.

Aide: Burn ylang-ylang 
incense or diffuse ylang-ylang 
oils during meditation to aid in 
balancing the sacral chakra.
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Muladhara / Root Chakra
Location
 base of 

spine 
Color
 red 
Crystal
 red jasper
Gland
 adrenal 
Element
 earth
Mantra
 lam 
Fragrance
 patchouli 
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Balanced:
 Life-force
 Interconnectedness
 Stability
 New beginnings
 Survival
 Abundance
 Security
 Assertiveness
 Resilience
 Passion

Unbalanced:
 Lower back pain 
 Sciatica
 Varicose veins
 Depression and 

anxiety
 Insecurity
 Immune disorders
 Fertility problems
 Lower GI problems
 Anger
 Loss of control

Meditation Techniques:
Mantra: Using sound “lam” 

Visualization: Visualize 
breathing in red light into the 
area base of the spine, letting 
the light get larger with each 
breath. Let the light engulf the 
entire body, clearing any 
energy blockages. Visualized 
breathing out disease and 
negative energy.

Mindfulness: Meditate 
outdoors, preferably sitting on 
the ground.

Aide: Burn patchouli incense 
or diffuse patchouli oils during 
meditation to aid in balancing 
the root chakra.
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Resources
Meditation Tools: 
 http://www.ziji.com/
 http://www.dharmaobjects.com/
 http://www.dharmacrafts.com/100xMS/Meditation-Supplies.html
 http://www.zafustore.com/
 http://www.silverskyimports.com/
 http://www.amazon.com/
 http://www.rosarymart.com/
 http://www.dharmashop.com/
 http://www.live365.com/genres/meditation
 http://mindvalley.directtrack.com/z/87/CD2389/
 http://www.mydoterra.com/thcg/

The Health Coach Group has found these sites have some good resources but is not affiliated 
with nor endorses their content.
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<http://eocinstitute.org/meditation/history-of-meditation/>.
"A Short History of Yoga." A Short History of Yoga. 15 Dec. 2013 
<http://www.swamij.com/history-yoga.htm>.
BBC News. BBC, n.d. Web. 21 Nov. 2013. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/jainism/>.
Chopra, Deepak. How to know God: The soul's journey into the mystery of mysteries. New York: 
Crown, 2000.
Devānanda. Meditation and Mantras. Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995. Print.
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Carlsbad, CA: Hay House, 2003.
"EFT Benefits: Top 10 Reasons to Learn How to Do EFT." EFT Benefits. N.p., n.d. Web. 02 Dec. 
2013.
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"Elephant Journal." Elephant Journal. 18 Dec. 2013 
<http://www.elephantjournal.com/2013/11/meditation-is-not-a-battle-help-for-newbs-the-
occasional-meditator-barry-john-johnson/>.
"Esoteric Science and Philosophy." Esoteric Science and Philosophy. 18 Dec. 2013 
<http://edgeba.webs.com/occultmeditation.htm>.
Foster, Richard J. Sanctuary of the soul: Journey into meditative prayer. Downers Grove, IL: IVP 
Books, 2011.
Fowler, George. Learning to dance inside: Getting to the heart of meditation. Reading, MA: 
Addison-Wesley Pub., 1996.
Gauding, Madonna. The meditation bible: The definitive guide to meditations for every purpose. 
New York: Sterling Pub., 2005.
Hall, Doriel. How to meditate. London: Southwater, 2005.
"History of Meditation." - Project Meditation. 18 Dec. 2013 <http://www.project-
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